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FOREWORD

..I

FM' 1114)IT 01.111 ,I dr(...1dr Cminschqs have been urged to -give.
pskyi holugv away," to "work in.indirect 1110(IC5," and to includc
consulting as one of their majur touls lor assisting clients.
Casual conversations at national conventions would lead one to
klicyc that thr trainin! III counselors to dt; consultation would
be of highest iniority w thin the profession. Strangely, very few'
training programs 11.-ave . hilted the curriculum to preicare cowl-
selias tu ',Ike On'such Ailed emphasis. Indecd,'when the
direct* ollege counseling centers attempted to scaruh Out
such training progisams a few years ago, search ended On a note
of despair whicfi was titled "Everyone Wants to be Jesus and No
One V:ints toI.le Paul.''Itke rea.4ons for the maintenance ot.

traditional (0-cut counseling as the prinlarv emiThasis in trainingtt

remains somewhat of a mystery.

Sonic of us are of the opinion that the must important skills
that a cons.ultant needs are counseling skills.and that the'.work
of the consultant-is "icing un the cake." Others Act as though
therels nothing about c:onsulting that is different or that it is
simply a matter of changing one's.target reference. I believe,
huweyer, that one of the chief roadblocks has been that there
'were,no good training models and only a limited literature on
which a ghod tr ining program could be built-The Kurpins-
BruhAker num tgraph will be a big slep tow.ard correcting that
sitnation. Orli: wav of characterizing the contents is as a .

-Trainer's Guide to Important IssueS; Concepts, and Nlateriak."
ft does provide an explicit and concrete moole of 'a cour'se
whichtilded to the traditionafeounseldr training prograni, will
provide the initial training and experience to launch a qualified.-
coupselor as a consultant. .

Nut everyone Will agree with the Ways in which Kurpius and
Brubaker ha:e reolved some of the issues, but there will be
fe who Will want to charge them with not being connprehenive
in their outline of w1-1;.i.t needs to be considered. Rather than

. , .
4 , ss , ,being tied to une Varticillar ,nelinitionof cUlltillitatiun as is Ifile

uf ollWrS, e.,g., Caplan-cAdiaborative, .rharp-Inediatur, Schein-
prnress, thev have attempted tu look at the real world and ask,



N1111Ctillt:tollk.1 twilNithaiii71vh.11 III) the\ ille,111.'"
Hu AlIN%vct I »IlicN bat k in sollicIi)it Iii//N terms, lii//N like
the reil %vorld is: "Thew ale II)111. %%AV',

Vl«', mediating others' %voi
and 4 yllahotating %mit :mother prolosstemal." Those tit us

In, %votild like our Alelinitions mor simple and clear tau Itae
ontent with the dt.st ol things as they

lint km pilis andlirithakci did wit top Ilwre. They %vere.able
Iii scati la out the issues that air common across the him modes
and those that dfc du I int I. Hwy gi) 4)11 h) 4)1111111C WC
(,111111c)11 h) till' h4111. 1111)114S, And hIt (.))41CIII7 that 111lIst ht

adilicsscd.

not stand by itscli. It is not intended
ty. It IS III excellent synthesis o1 the inhumation that is
Intently ,iailedde and as such pimidespin outline "All volt

evcr LI) kluMV (1)11%111(.111))n ;Ind didn't kllv%vill'rr
h) find 4)Ill." I am hopelid that it will provide the spark. to
initial(' long, ii%erdlie 4)itrscN Ill fotinselyr education programs.

Clyde A. Parker
:mil Student Personnel Psychology

1)epartinent itt Psychnedm:ational Studies
University of' Alinnesota
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IN HU MUCTION

I his 1111 I ,21,11)h 1 esc 11 s all al temp( to) Ide11111 .111(1

1111pni thu 111d.pe1}1.11)N tlic 1111'

basic , .111 Ate( I till 1W1-b)1111.111Ce od IrSN't

,e(111( all1)11.11 MIN1111,1111. The role ol th( coustihaut may 1"
lotytiont that 0)1 proider ot itte(lianti to that ah,

range consultant. The onstdtant's target anthem t lira
111 Slit' .11()111 (Mr 111(111(111,1" loo .111 (11111T (urpul',111()11 0)1

Unillit Vliat1 to atul functions are eventually
'we feel that 11 is 11.1111(21.111e (hal a pli)tipc't 11c

,iwaro ut rile 1)114)11s that Alt' (9)411 I» hifit/liec, awl he etill.to
aware of the possible ditcc (ions that any
111:1 y determine.

II is tor this 1 eason that we begin by describing the
triodes I onsultation in their situational contexts. Altho'*'
the WI fcrences among the four major modes prnyLsion.

prescription, mediation, and collithorution are evident, te
appears tu be ICS!: dlitCrenct" in the phases through which (.,()
stdtation processes are carried on, whatever the mode. By
tracing thes( )11.1scs fili(aing-in, Manning, produtingmd
phasing-out, we have tried to highlight nst:fill suggesti)nts

10completing each stage successfully, stictexs being constue-c
the attainment uf the th'SlIed outcome. Wht`nes'er difteretit
strategies arc required for the "inside cnsultant its oppo('
to the "outside" Consultant, we have tried-to specify thotie itolos
differences. Ott the other hatuLthe extent tit which "indivi1
consultation (lir fers from -gruttp" c-blisultatm is 1)rim:161;Y:
variable Of complexity, degree of fortnali/..ttion, and time
While we recognize these variables, our iptention is to foe0.1.,orks:
On stages and modes which apply to any consultation exVeri

hi order to clarify the assumptions upon which we have
proceeded to discuss consultation, wc- of ler this tvorking
(ion of "psychoeducational consult.4tion." Consultation is
helping process which emerges out of an indiyidual,,grptp!,/
organization, or community_ need to solve both human and
organizational problems. The consultation process may be
broadly differentiated from counselint..., and other psych1(41)giC

vit
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NI( )I)1.1. 01.
PSY(1101.1)I 4:. I ION.1. (UNSI 'I, I ILION

PROVISION
MEDIATION

PRESCRIPTION
COLLABORATION

t ()II( )11 1,1111111g Iti base(I primarily mi mit

o) \VII (Aperient \vit ,41,1olnato. suraiiiiars And in-ser ir \von k-

shops. licre the aim is to) ptesent ,ond e ablate (Mr
Illtrdcl in the hope that colic)), trairicis and trainee, alike...Ina\
benefit from Ian (Ape, imettiati,i,

IPsV( h()(1Illt atit,11,11 ttollstill,itit)11, ,IS ,1 relati\ nely ew prono.ssion

in the arra othrimaii sericcs.(Iraws up)n ITLIIIY more established
models And principles ()I' 111.1111.111 (It\ ChOpillent

Ilt)111 iioiiootIiuiti> to) N SteMS .hnalysis. Yet 6 unique,
'less. in that it can ser\ r. clients hoth directl\ and indire,ttly
throilji the consultec(s). re(piires an additional set of consider-

,.
ations, options. and skills. It IS mir intention to contribute to)
the e \Lint literature toll (,),lsolltalion 1, hir2,111iliting those
tliso o)\ crieo . tro IITtIOIIICS. ITId tools- \vhich II,IkC procil to) he most
ustnil o) the

ix
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person's values and, role positiou. As a result
the considtant often has Very timited informa-.
tion ahout the perSon.being referred. Probleths
defined in abbreviated forms, such as .stqlent
misbehavior or lack of motiC.ation., are often
little more than stereotyped categories.

Does tlw consultee understand tlw cOn-
sequences? Remember that the provision mode
of consultation is more like councling than
consultation because Ihe const...:ce Makes.
the referral...However, counsel, ,rs who have
broad conceptual understanding of ho people
and systems interact are less lik1v to A cce p t
4,-eferrals with the understanding th,Lt they will
"adjust the student" to meet the consultee's
needs. Hence, the counselor should clarify the
desire' to work more directly with the consultee.
If this is not possible, the consultee ghould be
informed that the counselor Will help the client
define the problem as the two of them perceive
it and that,if discrepancies exist, there may be a
needfor additional-consultee input and dis-
cussion. If the consultee is not informed of
these different perceptual views, it is quite
likely that no cliefit change will occur, or that
the client may get worse (according to the
'consulte's criteria).

As mentioned above, it is important for any-
one doing consultation to describe his con-
ceptual framework; however, it becomes even
more important in a setting whdre a.role group
(counselors) perfOrms the nontraditional
functions of consultation.

Preseription Mode

Situation: The consultant(s) is informed about a
problem or is requested to observe a situation,
diagnose the problems,.and presribe how these

13
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problems can be solvA Inmost cases the consultant
, tells the consultees how t-o solve the tIliket's problems,;

the prescriptibn.

Ligage; Prescriptive co sultation,prpbibly first
emerged frotlyhe,medicdt field andiS still heavily,
relied.uporias,asuppoft. base ,fot difficult medical.:
Acisions. Schools-and mental health clinic's th' the
past have trtilized.ffie presciiptiv mode in situations
where-children needed remedial help. More recently
prescriptive assistance has been actively practiced

1. within many school settings, but it is still seen chiefly
as a remedial tool. Prescriptive consultation is also'
used in organizations where rapid change (with little
involvement of other organiza'tional members) is desired
by management staff.

C. Issues:

Has all of the inforwtion needed to improve
the situation been aared, andis ,itaccuratek
Sometimes people and departments having the
greatest difficulty may not share the information
needed to-solve the yiroblem(s). The common
reasons for withholding information are o.fteri
,gkated as:

a. . I maybe required to change in some way-
that would be difficult for mez therefore,-
things'are.'okay as they arc.

b. If I shared everything.I know or feel about
the situation, things might change to make
my work more demanding..

c. If I tell-it-thelWa.y-it-is around here;I
wiWecome identified atifa disloyal mem-

.. ber because management wlints things to
,l,ck smooth and harmonious.

9. flaw the recomMendations been accepted? Even
though the information gathered may be valid,
sometimes the persons being considered for

3
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change (erget population)or' those influencing
the change (consultees) May nOt accep t_ the
prescOtion.
Has pi, prescribed plan been implemented as
intOded? The Most signifioantlahase O'f this ;

dcis inwlementation. ProbablY the Oatest
eakdown occtirs in insuring'that the plan',

on accePted,.is- implemented "as designed. DO
the p, enss respond to the child as reconimended
by the ounselor? boes the feacher follow the

:observ tion schedble prescribed by the clinic Air
staff?

Who° qaluates th 'process" and "products'!.'
as ciated with following thePrescription?

nnetimes in the prescriptiVe mode the con-
sultant is expected to evaluate the outcome
(didit work?) without being irmolved in the
day-to-day evaluation of the' change-procedures
(is the ISrescription working?). It is imperative
while using the.prescriptive mode to build in
both process and product evaluation procedures.
The evaluation design should include: who will
do it-, what will be done, why_n,.where, and how,
and did it work?

The prescriptive mode can work very success-
fully if the consultant follows the approach as
it is intended and reaches agreement with the
consultee(s) that this is the best approach, given
the situation.

5. What other issues apply? Gerald Caplan (1970),
whose book, The Theory and raotice ofItental
Health Consultation, has been so influential in
the field of community mental health, describes
four types of consultation apprepriate to the
prescriptive mode. 'Although Caplan points out
that consultation activities frequently are not
restricted to one of the four approaches he
describes; he says that if a consultant is aware of

4



,
the process aspccts of what he is doing he may

be 4b1e to select more easily "an effect:ive

general pattern of response" (pA2).-The four

types of consultation deseril;e'd by CaPlan (1970) -
are:.

aient-Centered Cge Consultation

Consultee-Centered Case Consulfaion _"

.Prairan-i-Center'ed AdminisrNve,Consultation

COnsUlltee.,Centered'Admirtistratiq torast4fation-'7:
4 . (p.P.1423401..

,
Each of these types is describedbrieflY,below. .

In Client-Certtered Case Co'ns,ultation, a con-.:

sultee wants the assistance of the.consultanfin

ordersto help one or---morlients. Thlapproach

,js the sort bf consultation activity which takes,

place between medical doctors. The conSultee

may learn .about how to handle similar cases in

the future, but the main-goal is helpi,ng the

clieot by providing the. collsultee with whatever

ds to do so .(p. 32).

onsultee-Centered Case Consultation, the
-

ilteei*-also. concert-fed with hoW fo'handle a

partictilar tasei The goal of the consultant in

this approach, however, is to conccntrate on why-.

the'consultee is (4Ving trouble with the specific

client's p'roblem'i Linder consideration. The. con-

sultee's difficulty may be based on lack of

knowledge or skills or on other factors. One .

category,of problems a consultee reports may

be the result of his own "lack of professional

objectivity dile to the interference of subjective

emotional complications with his perceptual

and planning operations" (p. 33).

5
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,In PrograrrilCtytere( Administrative Con-
ultaiion;* the,problem or vhich consulta-

tion is souglinvolves 'planning and adminis:
trationIr v 10 develop a new pr(ram or to
impro e n existingpne1,4p. 33). In thisain- ,
stance consaltation pthcess includes passing.
on ( needvd knowledge in_the.arens-of "ad-

istration and soeial sys,tems,,""mentai
--11ealth bry andlpractiO rnand of Rrogra ,

develop1 it in'other.inthiptions"(p. 33).: - 0
- The consul tap t:s. purNseis-lo provide. the, .)

"/ .. . , .

-- orgzinVatikyn with -ww,l's,i,n wilich'it -c aii elfective7
ly.plan its.program;.zit the safne time, MenaberS -,

,

ofahe orgapization may gain knbwledge they
can use later.

.....

hi Consultee-Centered Administrative Con-.
sulta on, the organization and the program
arc: at mcied to. One of thc tnain points of the
consul ,iition is "the ducidati.on.and remedying
among the .consultees of 'difficulties and sluirt- ,

cbmings that interfere with their grappling with
their cask's or program developmen't and organ-

.

ization" (p. 33). Several consultees' are ikolved,
and they may have problems related to lheir_
group.,The..purpose of the consultation is for
members:of the organization to learn to under-
stand their difficulties and to correct thcm so
thati.they, themselves, can work toward their
organizat:ional goals (p. 34).

III. Mediation Mode

Situation: A chiId.ti*".,becri reconizedJy several
role groups (teachers, counselor, s(;cial worker) as
having a .special kind of difficulW; however; each
role group is independently treating the: prOblem.

*In som ways the operational definition of Program-Centered and Consultec-
(:rflercfd Administrative Consultation could be considered with the mediation
and co aboration modes of consultation described on pp. 6-14.

6
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B. Usage: This mode is presently used for fie cliiii-...

cult o'r remedie individual consultation. Its proce
dures.need 1.,(14)c expanded t,15 crrsttlittation m

0groups, orsanizations, and com ities,'
..- .

C. Issues:

1. Do the mediato3-i see tile whole picture?
Success of this approacwhen working with

sone target perspnIclient) depends on each
mediator's understanding and,acceptance of
ihe total child and the influence tha't each role
group has on solving the-child's prOblem. The:
mediator mode is most appropriaxely used in a: .schobkzhich ,finds staflworkitig irldepend,.
ently and coMp.etitivety. It is not uncommon
to discover that thc child and .so`metimes thc,
parents are beingbouncedfrOm one specialist
to the txt (cg,sometimes one teacher to the
next) with little.collaboration or systemalic-
problem solving occurring. In the mediator
mode of consultation, one person will function
as the consultant while all others proVide a
cOordinated direct "service to The child. In
diagram form this would.app'ear as,follows:*

CON,S,ULTEES

CONSULAT

ncial Worker.

-Counselor

School:Psychologist TARC/ET

Teacher's ,

Parents

!NOTE: The consultant, can be any one of;the mediators on any given
SMnetimes the consultant is-from "outside" such' as a mental health'
member consulting in a school district.

7
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2. What is consulrant's role? The )key v able in
this mode is that die consultant, ra than.
working directly with the child, acts indirectry
as the coordinator, designer, and sometimes
manager of the treatm6it progratn. The media-
tor's appro-3,ch differs frcitn the often practiced
"case conference" in that sometimes the con-
sulta performs the initial role of recognizing
the prob ; izathring, analyzing, and synthe
zing early information; defining the proble
-deciding on-theiinfervenqn kerning rp-ost
approkriateliana negoqating and influencin
the inediatots of the ithportance of the plan.

"." /
Tharf) And Wetz,e1-(1.969.e; 47), andlater

ni'harp (1.975, p 131), Yefer.to this approach as
e "Consultative triad." Thiirp (.1975.) flefines

the t tee po-sitions in the triadic Model as -"-

presented here:

. the target is the person with the problem-
atic behavior, the change of which is the
primary goal of the directed influence.

the medttztor is the person with the avail-
ble means of social influence for effect-

ing that goal.*

the 'consultant is the person _With the
knowledge,to mobilize the mediator's
influence (Tharp, 1975, p. 138)..

The mediator mode of the triadic model builds
upon the4expertise of the consultant to assist
the mediator(s) who have an ongoing working
relationship with the L'hild.

*Blocker (1975) and Tharp (1975 ave : endently developed "a list demn-oi

strated potcnt means by onc person influ s another." These are aged
"sources of gain" by B cker and "means of social in e" by Tharp a arc
stated by Tharp ( , p. 136) as: "1) reinforcemenc2) m delinKr 3) instruction,
4) feedback a 5) cognitive restructuring," and by Blocker (I 75,,,p 160-161)
as: "1) relitiship condi6ons, 2) communication process, 3)--pdblic t-runit-
mcnt, 4) cogrye change, 5) social modeling, and 6) operant shapir, " 7-

8
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3. How is the consultation process described?
According to Carrington (1975) a closer examin-
ation of the relationship between the mediator
and the consultant clacluses some distinct steps
the consultant takes in thi4particular mode of
consultatiim:

1. The consultant organizes the mediators

/

and initiates the meeting and agenda.

The consultancollects from thernediators
the data whic iS relevant to tile tar Cs
problem(s).

3.. The consultant assiststhe Media ors in ..

identifying or re-identifying the protem(s).
4. The conkatanP:aiefg the mediators in

,
eslIblishing objectives in changing. the

1/4

target's behavior. (This may be mOre
,

fiCuit than functiori 3identifying
the problem(s)and may require some

,formal negotiations.)

, 5: After the objectives have been established,
thcadnsultant and mediators.deeide upon

-willitsourc'es of influenct4 will be utilized,
what solutions will be applied, and what
intervention systemswill beitrnplerhented.

.

I
Again, gaining acceptance of the plan may
require negotiations among the parties.

6. The plan(s) must be implemented and-the
consultant Must be available and respon-
sible for coordinating these efforts.

7. The consultant and mediators agreeing on
an evaluation process whereby the imple-
mentation may be evaluated for its success
in producing behavior change in the target
and whereby the implementation may be
constantly re-evaluated to determine if the
c >militant and mcdiawrs need to revise
ei rlier steps tf assure success nf the plan.

N)1



el
As harp (1975, 0. 141) s ates, there are goals/T

for the targetjointly endorsed by the mediators '

and consultant, but in addition, the medi:itors
and the consultant a'gree to two other terms:...
1) the consultant Tees to attempt to.inftuence
the mediator toward action which Will achieve

E the earlier goal, and 2) the mcdiatoi--consultee
agrees to allow the consultant to influvnee him.
The critical issue to 'remember is that the Welfare
.of the. target (client) is the highest priority.,

IV. Collaboratii;n-Mode. v.

A. Situation: The consultant ilisists'the consultee to
.discover, define, vn nd,*(1-`ci!e1o. a 'ian to iet itiion -,-

. problems whit: in lici-targoi arca (coy_solti:c's
environtnent). n 'ed-of-&hangt.

4

sage: ,Collabo ittictC;ortsultation has 'been iiiflUence&
by Tines (1961), Schein (196%, Miles (1975),
Caplan (1970), Baldridge (197-2Y:Murry ancl Schmuck

". (1.1972),Altrocchi. (1965), Buchanan (1972.), Ford
(1972)u1bert (1572), and Lippitt,(1975). In most
cases the original intent was to focus on organiza-
tional ,change thrbugh group consultation. We
support thisprocess as a viable way to effect chauge,
finding as WO that the jcollaborthiv/e approach is

.very appropri4c for inkividual consultation.
C. Issues:

1 What are some of the factors supporting the
use of this moch? Whether you arc doing
individual, group, organizatio.n, or community
consultation, the c' ollaborative mode tends'to
-become an ideal'foward which the consultant
works. We take this position for the following
reasons:

a. It can bring out the latent probbim-
solving capabilities of the consultecs.

b. It tends to reinforce, the importance of
discovering, dcfininA, Owning, and solving
the problem.

10
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s

c. It is more' likely to c ge the environ-

.N1

C. it ((Allis to increase influence toward self-
direction, and chinge at all levels withima
unit or organizatiOn.

d. Modln-n organiational practices Support
the positive synergistic i pact which can
occur from rnembershi interaction.

mental factors whi are prodncrng the
problems.N:

ILpereeives change as s41etimes conflict-
prt;ducing-b-iit srecogriizes Coriflict as natural,
and flearthy..

1'dis1S-i'd respect-f;(or-Seff and others are -
,

,More likely to occur.

h. ..Consultees are more likely to develop their
own plan to improve the sitqation.

i. Dysfunctional power and aUthority blocs
arcless gkely to occur.

_

PrOblem solving competencies NI .more
likely to be developed within the group,
organization, and community. .

k. People and-organizations are more likely
to become more flexible and adaptive to
meeting,consumer needs.

Non-standard pro1ms can become
accepted and solve

m. Problems, once solved, arc more likely to
remain solved.

9. flow was the approach developed? Schein (1967)
traces the deV'clopment of what.he has called
process consultation (collaborative) from the
work of Kunt Lewin in group dynamics and the
development of group dynamics tviraining.
methods at the National Training Laboratories.
He states several basic assrimptions which



tisleunderlie the theory of process or eollabora
consultation as:

a. Sometimes managers and other proles/
als do not know what is wrong and lie
special help in diagnosing What their
problems actually arc.

People often do not know tt hat
help _the consulting process c\an provill.fr, t.

they nee-Fa-to -be. advised or informed
what kind'of help to seek.,' t

Most peopl6:have positivgintentioil5 4,1c
n'aC:d-help in identifying what to nal
and how to do so. pc

c-

d. Most people can be more effective,in t
future if they learn to assess their o's^at
strengths and weaknesses. oat
An outside consultant could probablY
without a comprehensive study', leofil
enough about the culture of the orej ,
tiOn to reliably suggest new alternative
Therefore members who are intimate',"
acquainted, with the organization ace
needed as collaboratorS.

f.
'0e

ThNQ22.jultee(s) must learn to recognj,
the.problem, to share in the diagnosiS
to be actively involved in genttating a
solution. to,

g- The consultant must be expert in ho"
establish.effective hilping relations/0
interventions with consultees.

- 3. How is 11w process described? Murry and
Schmuck (1972).present several activities
preparing a group to engage in collaborativt'
consultation. Their list Ilicludes:

a. Work nioStly with staff groups.

b. Help the group to give and receive fee
back,

12
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nature uf the change requires greater speed .than
buee.iticiacies will accummuchte. Hence a
tempiiiarv prublent sulving ghat!) is battled tu
define and siike the prublem..Once thc.prublem
is suRed, the gri disdlves as qkiiCkly its it

'It turned:

What_ is thc eqnsultre view .o the cansultin.f;
relationship?Thr.success ut this ,ippruach
deffiuls the re4dhless of the cunsuifees

(11v4C Iii tkAel(4)111'4 buth a tempurary and
ungOing prublem S hi the
collaburative mude the development uf a
couperative appruach tu change is always toe
cun'sultant's goal. In its ideal state, the ciAllab
urati\ e prucess is intended to bccume a norm

'w.ithin the culture in which it is implemented.
The primary clic tu deter! .ne 'if the ettllabura-
tiun mlude is emerging is tu a. ess \\Itchier ur .

nut problems once solved remain solved.

As a e(fficlusi(w tu this discussiun of Cunsultatiun Mudes, we
wuuhl like hi share une List idea kff yuur cunsideratiun. We
line tumid Shapiru's (1958) usage uf "substantive puwer" and
"prucedural hiu\ver" a useful conliguration bit'. defining consul-
tatiun. When appl\ Mg his definitiun, we findAhat provision
and p,rescription cunsultatiun tend tu represent substantive
power*. whenas mediation and c'ollaboration. represent
procedural power.t hi the hrst twu, cunsultant apPlies,his
knowledge direlitly to the client, and in the latter tililkhe.helps
the client indirectly through the prucesses and pruce ires
which he brings tu the sittiatiun thrutigh the consultees.

You will nutchn the next section called
"Consultation Phases" that each stage tends to,

Steinfurce the principles (if the cokabutative
appruach. While all,the stages_are p'erformed
within each uf the consultatiUn'thudes, they
are perhaps must thuroughly applied within the
cullabiirattve mtide.

baccd .11 thr Atta, hird lo) ir poSsest,cd

thawd IT th, plolesset, the nt,1111.trit iss ii, Itt.tin Put.«/Ini .

14
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CONSCLIXI ION PIENSES

When,..thinising abunt the consultation process ur what the
tnisultant dt`; one t an pit titre a ariets; ut f1111tlit9IS

the ( nsultant might engage. While-t-he mode of consultation
selet ted by the c6risultant will partially influence, what he
does, \ve believe that the succt.hss of consultation.is inter-
related with 11-1('' prOcess steps the capsultant chooses.

lank this we like defined four fairly dist.it( t develop-
mental pItttses, Phasing-in, plan11it4, producin4,'phasing-
out. Each of the phases is comp:tsed of a number of stages
\shit h iii most eases need to be completed before moving un
to the net phase. The.se phases and stagesThre combined to
form the following diagram of consultatirtn:

I. Phasing-In III. Producing

Preentrv Stating objectives
Entr\ Implementating -the plan

il. Planning IV. Phasing-Out

Ctathet.ing Information Evaluation
Defining the problem Termination
ldentik ing and ',des trug

alternatke intei \ (Anions

With these ideas ati Zpreface we present our description of the
prot ess psvehoeducational consultation.

MASI.: I PI IAS N

SI AGE 1 Pre-Entry Clarilicatiun of the consultant's values,
needstssumptionsmd beliefs :tbout people and
organi/Ations: identification of the purposes of
onsultation.

I he Hrst stage cif the. u unsitltition priWt:!+s HCIISes (n1 the
utisitlittit. 11111 tiluttis hat prior to doing consultation the

consultant is obligated to define his beliefs .inti practices for
helping consul 'cl's and their olgaiu ins to solve their prob-
lems. To einpliasii.e the importance ol this initial stage ill con-
sultation (lalle'ssich (197,1, 139) stated: Value orientation,



as reflected in change priorities, is the dimension which most .
profoundly affects all consultation decisions and practices."

One of the most publicly quoted set of assumptions, which
reflects two divergent value bases, is Douglas McGregor's'Theory
X. and Theory \." (McGregor, 1960). "1. heory X basically describes
one set of human values towards others as: people dislike work
and will avoid it whenever possible; people want to be directed
and iitoid responsibility and need to be punished if their
performance is inappropriate. Theory V presents more con-
temporary and humanistic values toward humans'Nuch as:
Work enjoyable-and growth producing; people resist con-
stant supervision and desire more'responsibility for self; peopje
desire feedba 4. about their peri'ormanee which is timely,
objectiVe and useful, and provides rewards tfo .1 perfor-

,mance. It is evident that consultation procerturcs based upon
these two theories woulcUiffer drastically in their approach
to.bringing about change in the target system. Therefore, the
hasic responsibility of the cousultant at this early point is to
explicitly state his ur her assumptions abotit people and about
organizations,

It.is also useful for the consultant a(this stage to separate the
various consulting modeq.e. provision, prescription, media-
tion ',yid c011aboration, and provide irt operational definition
for day-to-day use. This a;sures the cOnsultee of the role
responsibility accepted by the consultant working for a given
ageney or organizati6n. We offer tw-o pieces of advice in this
..regard. Firs 1 ;,clon't confuse supervision, training or evaluation
with consu ation; andsecond, don't confuse the'diange
agent" role of change with the more generalized role of help-
ing consultees solve their problems. There arc time's when a
"consultant" hired from outside the 4,ystern to come in and
behave like a ciange agent. The implication that peopkare
required t6 change places immediate stress on fhe situation.
lf,.however,the person doing consultation is pressured to do
"i:hange agent" work, it is imperative that he work within the
system nOrms until it is 'proven that thisapproath will not work
and consultees are not able to meet the'needs of their clients.

..

2. '7
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At this point it is important that the climate 'for change be
assessed and.a collaborative phin be developed to influence
the desired change.

STAGE: 2EntryDefinition and establishment of the con-
sultation relationship,Toles, groundrules, and con-
tract, including statenient of presenting problem.

The first contact the consultant has with the consultee
related'to the presenting problem initiates the "entry" stage.
Entry can begin through a telePhone calul letferT`office appoint-
ment, or through informal contact withi potential consultee.
Regardless of the type of first contact, your first response is,
or can be, the beginning of the constilting relationship. Here
are two examples:

Example I,(Inside consultant): Av.e)ther meets the
counselor in the hallwaY during lunchtime and describes
a prOblem class. "My third hour class is driving me crazy.
They don't want to learn, they are noisy and seem to,
dislike each. other and me..What do y4 think,I should
do?" Given the_situation,the first thing you should do is
try to set up a convenient time 'when you and the teacher
'can meet to clarify and define the problem(s). If .the
teacher is "too busy" and requests that you remove the
"trouble makers" by "seeing" the two or three causing
the major-problems (provision Mode) or come in and
observe the class and tell her what to do (prescriptnn),
you arc being placed in the mode v.hich the consultee
views as your role. However, if Ou are able to schedule
an appointment with the teacherlater,that day, you have
the potential_ to better define the problem and collab-
oratively select.the best solution. Sofnetimes,the mode
selected through discussion at a later meeting does not
change; in this case, however, the two of you have had
an opportunity to review the situation under more
relaxed conditions which will usually Produce a better
framework for continued work. If you are rdatively
new to the position or if you are trying to implement
a consultation s6-vicc to teachers for the first time, you
will also have ail opportunity to share your conceptual
framework.

17



A.

Example II (outside consultant): Yon Peceive a telephone
call i&iting j!ott, as a staff member of a mental health
clinic,'to consult with a local police deparfment. The
brief conversation suggests that their needs and your role
qualify you to schedule a meeting at the pOlice depart-
ment with the chief adthinistrator or the department.
The meeting proceeds as follows:*

1, Deter Mine what problem(s) or needs the depaft-ilment sees that they desire to work on. For example,
do they desire human relations training, collabor.a-
tive consultation, or an expert to "shape things up?i'

2. Discuss what solutiOns.have alri!ady been tried to
make the desired cha'nge..,

3. Explore the discrepancy between the present situa-
tion and the desired situation and the related beliefs
which have caused them to decide that a problem
exists.

Share your conceptual framework; and the frame-
work of the clinic you represent as to how you work
as a consultant.

Considerytionsnrcgarding Entry for the outside and inside
consultant-

..... .

1. Develq a tempora contract or agreement on what
yotrwill do and whNtht e consultee(s) will do. It is
important to discuss 'each other's expectations sO
that any unrealistic expectations can be clarified.

2. Discuss and reach agreement on the kind and level
of support needed to make the constil cation project
successful, such as: .

a. leveis of commitment to-solving the problem.

b. conditions required to.gather, analyze., synthe-
size and utilize the information gathered.

c. resourLes needed, i.e., time, space, materials,
expertise, etc.

*These same steps are appropriate for the inside consultant.

18
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d. utilization of sensitive findings.

c. criteria to be followed:for processing and
utilizing confidential and general feedback data.

3. Describe the importancio aking adjustments as
consultant and consulte4s) g ther more' information
and gain more insight into thc problem(s) and poten-
tial solution(s).

4. Discuss potential beginning dates, and, if possible,
determine when the consultee believes the problem .

should be solved. Sometimes a,great discrepancy
exists between consultant and consultee regarding
the amount of time required to solve the problem.

The entry process can take a few minutes-(especially for
an inside consultant doing individual consultation) or
several hours and weeks if many persons are involved in
this early procesS.

B. .Considerations regarding the consultant-consultee
relationship and Contract.

In some ways. the characteristics of the relationship
and the characteristics of a contract blend together toWard
the end of the entry stage. In considering the larger social
system, the consultant should determine with his consultees,
the norms which currently exist for solving problems in
general, but more specifically for solving-problems similar
to those being discussed. To help the consultant to clarify
this process, we present two points ofview. First, Havelock)
(1973), states that "good relationships have no formulas'
but that certain "properties" (p do seem tO be in
common. The following hine,termmay 'serve as criteria
for the consultant and consultees to determine their
progress;

1. Reciprocitytwo wity flow of information with
importance placed on "give" and "takr."

2. Opennesswillingness to seek, receive and share
ideas, constraints and support.

3. "Realistic expectationsavoidance of overselling a
process or model.

0



4. Expectations Of reward-- early tangible evidence of
how proposed changes could improve the quality of
life for the,consultee.

5. Structure-defining roles,.procedures and expected
outcomeS which should occur during this time. These
also(help in the early development of the contract.

6. Equal power-equalizing power between consUltant
and cOnsultee toy expedite mutual solution ofj problem.

Minimum threat t-Qonsultant must recognize that
change is often perceived as a potential "disturbance"
before being considered as a "benefit."

8. Confrontation of lifferenees-differences must be
identified and worked on as a mutual part of thc
process. High trust and mutually benc!ficial out:
comes will usuallygfollow such confrontation
sessions. It is important to confront ideas and not
personalities at this stage.

9. Involvement of all relevant parties-minimally, the
identified influentials,must know that thc consult-
ant is working in thc sysA, and agree that thc
consultant should be therc.

Caplan's term for an "ideal consultation relationship" is
"coorainate interdependente, in whieh each sidc both gives to
and takes from thc othcr" (Caplan, 1970, p. 80). He points to
several considerations regarding thc development of the
relationship between consultant and consultee. This process is
quite different from that engaged in by a tpciapist with his
client, as explained below:

In 'contrast to thc technique of uncovering types
psychotherapy, which seek to p >mote the insight olthe
patient,into thc nature of thc sub .ctive. basis for his'
perceptions and the personal sources of his di.tortibns,
thedonsultant sesks to support and maintain thc defen-
sive displacement of the consultec's prOblems onto thc
story hc tells about thc client. Thc psychotherpaist,
therefore, often confronts thc paticnt with evidence of
distortion in hi s. story and forccs Him to try to under-
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stand his feelings about the issues, and the source of
these feelings in his current or past experience.

The consultant, On the other hand, studiously avoids
raising any questions about the authenticity of the con-
sultee's perceptions of the client's case, and keeps the
focus of their discussion on the client rather than upon

...0,
those who are discussing him (p. 85).

Accepting the responsibility for building the relationship
between himself and thc consultee, the consultant directs the
process, decidingmhich aspoto of the consultee's conversation
ought to be encouraged in acclirdancdwith the specified con-
tract.

. .

Argyris (1970), in his view of the intervention relationship,
"focuses on how to maintain, or increase the target system's
autonomy." "This view values the client system as an ongoing,
self-responsible unity thitt-Ili!s the obligation to be irii!ontrol of
its own destiny." ThC4onsul ant aids an organization "to
become more effective in p

ei.
)131cm solving, deeision making,

and decisiOn implementation" sp the members can continue
4o improve these qualities with decreasing need for help. When
doing group and organizational consultation, the consultant

."must be concerned with the system as a Whole even though
his initial.contactImay be made with 'only a few people; he
focuses on those inter-Yention activities that eventually will,
provide all the members with opportunities to enhance their
competence and effictiyeness."

Argy'ris (1970) discusses,several conditions to be faccd by.,,
an interventionist in his relationship with the client. "The most
fundamental condition is the. tendency toward an underlying
discrepancy in the behavior and values of the interventionist
and the client, and in tho criteria which each use's to judge
effectiveness. These discrepancie's will tend to be low in the ,

routine activities and high in the innovative activitiesthe
activities that are most relevant for change."

C. Considerations i:egai!ding the consultant-target
relationship and contract.

Some of,lhe most important considerations
faced by a consu)ltant have to do with how he ought

21
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to go about bitilding a relationship with a consultee
organiz'acion, and Caplan (1970) discusses several of
the ways in which this relationship may be fostered.

The first consideration has todo with the- con-
sultant's r6p,resentation inf his owin,agenc,y. In this
respect, he-"must consciously shape his Own actions
in line with the policies a his agency, and must keep
its staff in forMed of the progress of his operations ,so
that they may have an adequate opportunity to .

guide him and.to articulate their work with his"
(p. 49).

Secondly, the consultant must communicWe with
those-in positions of authority in the instith'tion he

.enters. According to Caplan, (1970) if the consultee
is hesitain about this contact, a statement should he
.articulaii.d, such as "hi our agency we have a rule
that we must always make a call on the directOr of
the institution that we enter, in order to introduce
ourselves, tell him about our agency, discuss our
purpose in his institution, and get his formal per-
mission to remain in his domain" (p. 49).

A third consideration for the cimsultant concerns
his quickly learning as much as possible about the
system he is entering, "in order to elucidate its
authority and communication networks" (p. 50).
This task involves using other persons or groups ag
information sources in addition to the person or
group that initially asked for his services.

Another consideration which must be faced by the
consultant involves articulation of "groundrules for
collaboration" (p.61). Thjs task is onc which ,must
be repeated during the proceSs of consultation:

At each stage the consultant should ensure
that his current nile is clearly defined and that
the -institution staff knows what kinds of situa-
tions are appropriate to discuss with him and
what they may expect from the collaboraan
(p. 61).
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Thc'role )1' th consultant should be understood its it
Nil ()I' he contlact between him Jule instit
Althoutri1tvcontract will probably not be a legal
onc,'"there has to be negotiation between consultant
itnd consulteA that leads to a formal or informal
agreement, involving sanctioned mutual behavior itnd
soThe sort of exchange of goods or services (p. 63).
Of,course, the contract may be thought of as changing
its the consultation proceSs, progresses."

D. Summary

In .conclusion, we list a few general guidelines for
the consultant to) considel2while working on the
cntry process:

1. Remember your rolF definition,

2. Stay within your conceptual frarneWork.

3. Don't confront the consultecs about their behavior;
focus upon issues.

4. Don't become parrof the problem Which you arc
helping to solve. Don't own the problemyou are
only a collaborator to help solve it; don't become
involved in organiiktional issues of policy changes,
power struggles, etc.

'5. Plan on some defensiveness and resistance. Unless
resistance is.so high that general dysfunction is
evident, focus on the problem(s) which the consultecs
arc trying to define first. You can work up to focusing:'
on the behavioral norms of the person, group or r
organization as thc consultation process unfolds.

6. Plan on some.discrepancy between cohsultant and$I,
consultee pcyceptions. It is your role to help clarify
these potential discrepancies,.

PHASE IIPLANNING

STAGE 3Gathering InformationThe gathering of additional
information as avid in clarifying the presenting
problem.
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NI,e)st consulting models have an early stage of gathCring
additional information tor,confirm tlw presenting.problem.
Sonwtimes the original problem statement is hkind to be
only, i symptom of the problem or only One pailof the
prolAem, in which cast more information is helpful to expand
and.validate tlw problem definition. Hence it is important
that 'the consultant's and consultee's rules in this informa-
tion gathering process be defiiwd and ikreed ppon,.

The first step in ileveloping this definition is to survey the
prOblem the ko.nsultant and consultee are confronted with at
this stage in the consultation process. We have found that the
telling facts in ikerr'gven consulting situation do not stand out
and beg for (lain" . It is the consultant and consultee,
through their o ering of the facts, who'determine the
.significant fr thegion-significant. Because the concep-
tualiiation a the target system lies in the minds of the con-
sultant and consultee, it is important to look at the kind of
patterns they use to gather information. In some consulting
situations the difficulty'in solving a problem might not lie in
the realities of thc consulting system but in the peculiar ways
the consultant and/or consultee begin to look at it. .

All of us; because of our.past experience, place emphasis on
certain situations whilv totally ignoring others. It is not our
purpose to change this state of affairs but to bring to the con-
stilkint and consultee a more conscious awareness of the areas
upon which They tend to focus. Ifyi problem in a school
system is always seen as a "people" problem, e.g., inappropriate
communication between itudents and teachers, there may
never be a chance to look at the,"technical" problems such
as the lack of instructional equipment which may be having
an effect upon the performance of the system. Likewise, if
problems within a school are always looked at as outgrowths
of an inadequate decision making structure no time will ever
be spent analyzing.the interpersonal communication skills of-
the people involved. Thc list could go on,and on, but as you
can see the consultant and consultee, in order to focus atten-
tion on certain information, reject and many times ignore other
information sources. The process of rejectirig certain ideas is in
many cases inevitable, but to ignore certain content because of
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biases or lack of aW;LITIICSS a it, decreases the consultant and
consultees' ability to bring about change in the target area. If
you can only see "people problems, you will only be able to
solve "people" problems.

What we would like to highlight is a picture of a target system
which prr;ents a more complete description of all of the content
involved. The model is made up of four dimensions -pufpose,
framework, methodology, and psychosocial (Kast and Rosens-
weig, 1973). The definition of a target system depends upon
the interaction of these four variables, and the solution of the
target's problemg depends upon one's perception of and ulti-
mate focus ipon 'one or more of these variables.

Figure.1 presents this four part model of the' target system
followed by a description of the types of information which
need to be gathered from each part.

[-PURPOSE

FRAMEWORK

PSYCHO,SOCIAL

Figure 1

Definition of each Dimension:
"am

METHODOLOGY 1

Purposethe values and goals of the target system.
Frameworkthe structure which influences the roles and

patterns that govern the fOrmal relationships
and ditties of the target system.

Methodologythe means for accomplishing the objectives
of.the target system.

Psyehosocialthe inter and intra-personal dynamics of the
individuals in the targ*et system.

We have found these dimensions provide gUidelines for
detei'mihing the.type of information nee,ded whenlnitially
looking at the target system. Each of the four dimensions has
a wide variety of topics that can and should be defined. But it

25
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is ow- !impose here to present Hilly Intir pusstbk. areas whn.h
could be explured III e,tch th,t dintensnins. These areas are
nut prescrilie,d as exact tpiestinns vhich.ran be ,tsked ut the
consnitee tit. target population but wore as questinns tot ,tsk
vuttrself, as the ctinsttitant. I 1 11 atibeell(al experience tiitt
these lour charts_stinittlate other questions vitich ran be
directed tnwards the unnstiltee ,ttid the target population.

3 7
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CIIART I

Dimension: PURPOSE

"''The values and goals of the target system"

......*,f.stion I: What is the system's general goal?

H. sponse Continuum:

-Nlaintenam.e
"Let's stay
where we

t .

"Let's evolvin
order to'Yetter fulfill

irkour rposes."

Growth

Question II: What is the system's general

Response Continuum:

Predictability .

"I want to know what
will haven before it
happens."

value?

Adaptability
"I want to be-ready

for whatever happens."

Question III: How are the goals and values determined?

Response Continuum:

Vertical participation
"I will tell you
why we' are here."

I-hirizontal participation
"Let's work together

to describe why we are
here."

Question IV: What is the general state of the purpose?

Response Continuum:

Flexible
"This is always "Our stance is determined by
our stance." the environment we deal with."
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CHART 11

Diinension: FRANIEWORK

DEFINITION: "The rules and patterns that govern the
banial relationships and duties of die
target system"

Question I: 4Wherrit<te.«.cisions made?

Respaise Coptinutml:

Concentrated
"Detision at the top"

Distributed'
"Decisitms throughout"

Quesugm II: What are the .nnhorily roles based upon?

Respot Onitinuurn:

sed on position .

"The president ktutws best."

11,

Question III: How much interdependence is there between jobs?

'Response Continuum:

'Low High
"Do your own thing." "Do your own thi g with others."

Question IV: What is the general nature of44d rules in the
system?

Based on knowledge
'The president seeks
infounation."

Response Continuum:

Many and specific
"Ell let you know when,
where, and how to do the job."

C', fx.
tr.Y
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"I'll give you thc support
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and productive."



CHART III

Dimension: NIVI'llODOIA)GY

DEFINITION: "Tlw means foi accomplkhing the objectives
of the taiget system"

Question I: %%dim is its general !moue!

Response

Repetitise
"Always do the
same thing."

Question II: What type of knowledge is necessary in t.bnlei to
use'the method?

Varied
"1)o diffeient things." I

Response Cc mtinuum:

Specialized Generalized
"Know Ow total process:""Know only my

portion of the process."

Question III: Ilcny much interdependence is there between
the methods used?

Response Ct m
Novi&I.ow !fig!)

"Methods used independently." "Methods arc Interdependent."

Question IV: flow do the methods affect the people who use
them?

Respcmse Continuum:

Defines role Aids-in carrying out role .

"The tools influence you." "You influence the tools."

1 0
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CHART IV

Dimension; PSYCHOSOCIAL

DEFINITION: "The inter- and intra-personal dynamics of the
individuals in the target system"

Question I: What is the leadership style of the system?

Response Continuum:

Autocratic Democratic
"YU tell you what to do.", , "Let'sdecide what

needs to be done."

Question It What type orinterpersonal relationships 5xist in
. the system?

Response_Continuum:

Formal
"Mr. and Ms. Job Holder"'

Question III: What motivates the personnel?

Response Continuum:

Extrinsic
"I'll do anything
for a firice."

Informal ,

"Joe and Sally"

Intrinsic
"That really makes:me feel
like I've accompAshed,
something."

Question IV: What kind of commitment di) the personnel have?

Response Coritinuum:

Low
"That's their problem,
I only work here.

30
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High
"Lwant this place

to be the best."



As was stated earlier, the purpose of this four-fold picture of
the consultee system is to give the consultant a more complete

.awareness of the situation in which h'e is working. Most ofus,
because of our past experience, tend td place a greater eMphAis
on,some of the areas than on others. Neglecting to examine alt
the information relevant to a problem may put us at a disadvan-
tage throughout the consulting relationship. The precedQ
model presents a picture of the major dimensions within a
target system. With this fuller conception of the consultee's
system in.mind we friove on to some guidelines for determining
the procedures needed to obtain information concerning each
of the dimensions.

The process .of gathering information (data) can be opera-
tionalized inti),many forms. Here arc a few:

1. The consultant observes consultee or target behavior
based on some agreed-upOn criteria and procedure.

2. A questionnaire can be used; this is often developed
with the consultee(s) and prepared specifically for
the situation. k

3. Interviews can be cbnducted utilizing a prepared
interview schedule.

4. Existing information, including statements about
policies and procedures, is used.

5. Responsive evaluation is conducted.*

Regardless of the assessment procedures followed, agreement
should be reached with the consultee(s) on all criteria and
procedures including a) how will the information be analyzed;
b) who will conduct the analysis;.e) who will receive copies',
d) and most of all, how will the data be used. (We,emphasize
the question of data use because sometimes negative findings
arc avoided awl filed away. These may well be the data needed

Jr-

*Responsive-evaluation was developed through the Midwest Center Consortium as
an alternative mode to problem solving. The assessment phase of this process was
described by Robert Wolf as "a tecbnique called Portrayal." Portrayal allows
audiences themselves to interpret and judge the program by means of the natural
ways in which-people assimilate information and arrive at an unavrstanding.
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'to 1'c:define the problem and move toward solving the main
problem as well as others.) -In most cases, the consultant.,
assists the consultee(s) in answering these questions, but' the
consultant seldom performs the diagnosis. There are times,
however, when the consultant(s) may carry out some or all
of the above st:Itt-1 steps, once agreement has been reached
on the process al d criteria with the consultee(s).

Havelock (1973) suggests that, ideally, the change agent*-
"should providc .;:tidance while the client makes his own
diagnosis so that the findings are acceptable by virtue of being
his own conclusions." In this regard he summarizes the key
points to consider in formulating a diagnosis:

1. Above all, 'make somekind of diagnosis. Try to find
out what the client needs before ybu charge in with
solutions.

2. Identify and list the obvious.symptoms as stated or
presented by the'client.

3. Look for second-level symptoms which may under-
lie the obvious ones.

4. Infer underlying causes when you see patterns of
symptoms but do not assume them when you lack
sufficient evidence.

5. Identify opportunities and strengths as well as
problems and weaknesses.

6. Look at your client group as a "system" and con-
struct a diagnostic inventory from a systemic view-
point.

7. Work with your clients to establisti meaningful,
obtainable, and measurable objectives.

8. Try to gct maximum participation from member's
of the client system in the diagnostic process.

9. Always consider the impact of diagnostic informa-
tion on your relationship with the.client. Even if you
must confront the client with unpleasant facts about
himgelf, try to do it constructively, stressing the
benefits of changing, rather than the horrors of his

*Change agent is used as consultant in this c9ntext and client is used as consultee.
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present state, and using specifics, not general and
sweeping indictments. (Havelock,.1973, p. 75)

In conclusion of the information gathering stage, Havelock
(1973) lists some common pitfalls to avoid when making a
diagnosis:

.

1. Too much diagnosis.
-2. Diagnosis as a pattern of avoidance.
3. Using the diagnosis for. destructive confrontation.
4. Imposing your own favorite diagnosis.
5. Fire fighting; [attending only to those problems

which the client sees as immediate and important.]
(Havelock, 1973, p. 72)

STAGE 4Defining the ProblemExamination of the assess-
ment information in oriTiCito determine the go'als
for change.

In most eases; a prese.nting problem has,been defined; this
stage, then, becomes a time for clarifying and redefining. It is
one of the most,critical stages, because if the problem to be
solved is not clearly defined and agreed upon by the con-
sultee(s), ambiguity and passive resistance tend to occur
throughout the remainder of the consultation process.

In some consulting situations there is hesitation on the partl
of the consultee to engage in the problem definition process.
The cause of this hesitation, many times, can be traced to a
lack of insight into the problem definition. Koberg and
Bagnall (1972, p. 61) list eight phrases which they feel bring
clarity to this sometimes vague process.

Your problem definition is:

1. your value "tatements regarding the problem
situation.

2. the truth as far as you know it at the time.
3. your current understanding of the problem.
4. your expectations.

5. your underlying or foremost meaning of the
problem. .

4 4
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6., your "title" for your problem.

7. your cleal-, int, tion; your ultimate goal.

8. your in: ,'; for deci ion making; the mold or die
thr(nigh vhich all v ,tir decisions will pass.

In almost all cases, h p,>blem statement should be written
so all involved can read, clarify, and modify, if necessary. The
principle followed here is that the problem, .as it is defined,
becomes the goal for change. This goal then becomes.the point
of reference during the subsequent stages of the consultation
process. So what we have in this stage is a written statement(s)
describing the problem to be solved, discovered from the
initial problem statement and the completion of the diagnosis.
It is our belief and experience that the problems to be solved
will sometimes slip away if there is not a high priority placed
upon defining, redefining, validating, and gaining agreement.

STAGE 5Identifying and Selecting Alternatiye Interventions
The analyzing and the synthesizing of inforrnation
in search of the best solution. T!

Nowr that the problem is defined and agreed upon, our next
step is to search for the best interventions or solutions for
solving it. What happens during this stage is a creative idea
sharing process.

Osborn (1963), the founder of brainstorming, developed
four principles for guiding this process, which are:

1. Criticism is ruled out. Adverse judgment of ideas
must be withheld until later.

9. Free-w s welcomed."Fhe wilder the idea, the
better; i easier to tame down than to think up.

3. Quantity is walited. The greater the number of ideas,
the more the likelihood of useful ideas.

4. Combination and improvement are sought. In addi-
tion to contributing ideas of their own, Participants
should suggest how ideas of others can be turned
into better ideA or how two or more ideas can be
joined into still another idea (p. 156).
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Along with the de'Velopment of this creative environment for
idea plrodtietion, the,consultaa.and consultee must decide
:vhethe.r, thcy will focus on changing people, purpose, frame-
work, or methodology, or introduc'e changeS in each of the
four dimensions. Nevertheless, after selecting the category or
categories, he needs to explicate the possible solutions wiThin
each category.

Let's assurt*in a sehool situation that you, the consultant,
and the cons e(s) decide On the category as the most ap-
propriate. Whose behavior change will most efficiently and
effectively solve the problem? Do we change the principal's
behavior, who then changes the teacher's behavior, who sub-
sequently dianges the child's behavior? Traditionally, focus
has been mostly on the child's behavior, that is, "adjusting
the child to the system." It is apparent, Ltowever, that the
solution of many child-behavior problems requires changes in
adult behavior, and/or changes in purposeframework, or
methodology. The intent of tHis stage, then, is to alert the
consultant and consultee(s) to thc importance of generating
intecvention and solution proposals and predicting the con-
sequences which will occur if one or the other is selected.

PHASE IIIPRODUCING

STAGE 6Stating ObjectivesWho does what to whom by
when with what degree of success.

Havelock (1973) stresses the importance of the consultant
and consultee working together tc-) develop meaningful,
obtainable, and measurable objectives. Many consultants have
stated that if the objectives to be achieved are developed
clearly and specifically with the consultee(s), oftentimes
little else need be done tomove toward solving the prob-
lem. There seems to be little doubt that clearly stated,
obtainable, and measurable objectives are needed. There does
seem .to be sope lack of clarity as to the exact strucTre of
those objectives.

-

An objective, as used in consultation, is a statement of a
de6red outcome or accomplishment that can be measured j
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within a stated time period and within specified conditions.
A complete objective should also include the following
information:
1. Criteria or standards io bc met.

Examples: a) how "open" is an open problem-solving
climate?

b) how much, how many or how long is
enough?

2. Procedures and activities.

Examples: a) who ,will receive special treatment?
b) will a cwimittee be formed?
c) how will the committee be formulated?
d) what are the functions of the committee?

3. Resources which are available or required.

Examples: a) time
b) people
c) materials
d) space
e) budget
f) expertise

4. Time lines to be followed.

Examples: ,a) when will we begin?
b) time needed for each activity
c) vaen will we have met the objective?

Sample Worksheet for Writing Objectives

We have found that when working with more than one or
two persons, it is best to utilize large sheets of newspririt to
begin writing objectives. Figure 2 is one eXample of the format
that.we follow.

State Obiectives here:

4

Practice writing one objective which, when achieved,
will solve onc of the problems you have defined.
Check your written statement against the definition.
Does it state a measurable, desired outcome? Now go
to the columns below and fill in each one for this
one objective. You may find that a long list of
activities and procedures are required to meet one
objective. You may also find that due to limited
resources the standards may need to be lowered or
the time lines extended.
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State criteria
herr

List activities and
procedures here

List the actual '
level at which
you expect to
meet thc objec-
tives.

List aU major
activities and the
related proceffures
which will be
needed to meet
the objective.

List required
resources.heie

Review each acti-_

ity and procedure
and Men state the
type and quantity
of resource required
to cari-S, out each of
these functions.

tate time
lines here

Kview each
aCtivityi pro-
cedure, and
steted resource
and then list
starting dates,
amount of time
required for
each and the
ending date.

The iMportance of specifying objectives is directly related tothe complexity of the problem. The more people involved insolving the problem, the more emphasis is needed on writingobjectives for all to see ,and agree upon. Many consultations
have failed not because of the quality of work of the consult-ant or consultee, but because the objectives (pryblem, criteria,activities, procedures, persons responsible, and time lines) werenot stated and agreed upon.

When this stage is completed you will have what might becalled a Consulting Plan of Action, whether it is a very simpleoral agreement between two people (individual level) or anelaborate operational definition, (organization level)..
STAGE VIIImplementing the PlanApplicatithl of the

intervention following the guidelines of the
objectives.

As is obvious by now, this stage is to get things started.Stage VI "objectives" will tell You what to do, when, how andabove all who is responsible for what.' At this stage, it is im-portant for all involved to know and accept that adjustmentsin time, resources, etc., may be necessary as you move along.
These adjustments shduld be subsequently attached to thePlan, either by an informal agreement or by more formal
proeedures such as scheduled meetings to modifthe Plan.
'Broke (1975) presents a .10-item checklist which helps toclarify this adjustment process. Wc have selected five factorswhich are prominant to this stage:
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"Determine the effectiveness of each,function and task

and consider contingency implementations."

"Solve unforseen problems that rnay have" ... been

generated by conditions external to the plan.

"Develop new or additionaKunctions and/or tasks."

1Modify existing 14nctions" ... that might fit into the

plan in a more functional manner.
"Assess the degree to which the time-line is being

followed."

This process interacts with the next phase, the evaluation and

termination of the consultation process.

PHASE 1V----P-HASING-0.1M.,...

STAGE VIIIEvaluationThe Monitoring of the ongoing

activities (process evaluation) culminating with

the measuring of the final outcome (product
evaluation).

Process Evaluation: The Phi Delta Kappa (PDK) Committee

on Evaluation (1971) defined process evaluation as a procedure

through which:
information i; delineated, obtained, and_reported as often

as project personnel require such information, daily if

necessaryespecially during the early stages of a project.

This provides project decisiwi makers not only with
information needed for anti6pating and overcoming

procedural difficulties but also with a record of process
information for interpreting.project attainments. p. 232

Following this definition the purpose of process evaluation

is:

1. to focus early attention on possible defects in the

plan being implemented or in the operational
procedures of the implementation stage. ----

2. to obtain information meded for accurate and

objective decisions.

3. to maintain a record of implementation procedures

and activities.
38
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The essential requirements for process evaluation are:

1. provision for a process evaluator role (self or other

2. methods identified for gathering appropriate data.

3. regular meetings scheduled between process
evaluator(s) and implementationPersonnel,-if
differen t.

4. frequent updating of the Plan, if appropriate.

Product Evaluation: The PDK Evaluation Committee defines
product evaluation as an interrelated part of process evaluation.
The definition is:

Product evaluation investigates thc extent to which
objectives have been or are being attained; process
evaluation assesses thc extent to which procedures are
operant as intended. Both types of evaluation provide
feedback for controlling and evolving chimge procedures
in-process. Process evaluation makes it possible to deter-
mine if the actual procedure is discrepant from the
design, and product evaluation assists in determining
whether objectives are being attained. (p. 233)

The:purpose of,product evaluation is:

I. to measure and interpret attainment during 'and at
the close of_the consultation process.

The essential requirements for product evaluation arc:

1. verifying operational definitions of the change
objectives..

2. applying criteria relating to these operational
definitions.

3. comparing these measurements with pre-determined
standards.

4. interpreting the outcomes using informiltion gathered
thoughout the previous eight stages.

STAGE IXTerminationAgreement to-discontinue theiefforts
of the consultant, keeping in mind the effects of
the consultant arc expected to continue.
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The guidelines for terminating the consultation role should
be directly related to Stage VI - Objectives and 'Stage VIII -
Evaluation. That is, given the agreements and subsequent
adjustments, we will terminate when we have met the objectives
as stated. It is very important to use alb information gained
through evaluation in making this decision. With this informa-
tion, it can be decided if the criteria have been met as st4ted;
what adjustments were made, and what adjustments might
have been made to improve the outcome?.Termination dues
not mean that we just stop doing what we have been doing. It
may mean that we have met the objective(s) and there is no
longer a need for consultation or we have failed to meet the
objectives and a decision needs to be made regarding further
consultation. This decision might be to redesign an "
again," to delay further activities indefinitely, or to fully
terminate.
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FACTORS RELATED TO INDIVIDUAL,
GROUP, ORGANIZATION,

AND COMMUNITY CHANGE

In the phi eetions, we have alluded to some important
princip es an actices for the consultant to consider in
develop consultative style. But to overlook some of
the major wr ters and forces, which combined to shape con-
sultation practice today and which continue to exert influence,
may be to mislead the beginning consultant _unfamiliar with
the literature. For this reason, we are including several topics
which, we believe, are essential to the consultant.

We begin with a discussion and summary of the literature on
"resistance to chahge"important considerations for the con-
sultant who finds himself performing as a change agent. In-
cludeclin this summary is a selection from the final report of a
consortium project which had utilized these change factors-in
its design. The report testifies, in a sensk, to.the impact of
impedimentOs change (as opposed to factors which allow
change) on any project with change-oriented goals.

For those readers who will be acting as consultants to
organizations, we include an outline of the principles of
"Organization Development" (OD), an approach which
has gained much favor and a good-sized following from con-
sultants. In the appendices to this monograph, the beginning
consultant will find, as well, a catalog of additional tools,
skills, and techniques which may prove useful within the
contexts of various consultative tasks.

Since much of this material may already represent common
knowledge to some of our readers, especially to experienced
consultants, we invite those readers to simply proceed to the
final section oh "training," comprised mainly of material
published here for the first timc.

RESISTANCE
Individnals whO work as change agents, or as consultants

helping persons and subsystems within organizations to impmve
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their performance, are aware of the ii-pes Of resistance.

which peoplZ; can use as barriers to c ange. A list which sum-
marizes the main types of resistanc to change appears in,-
Walton.(1973). Nearly any resistance which s'urfaces during
attempts to effect change c(iuld be extplained in terms of one
of these three categories.

Fear of Unknown: the feeling that only the status
quo, the known, is safe, s4able, secure, and certain:
a feeling often justified b - the absence of skills,

fi?experience, or the capa ty for action necessary to
carry through the pro-posed change.

Existing Satisfactions: the reluctansto give up
familia"Itypes of satisfactions or vested interests in
the status quo whereby.cny change would apparently
mean a personal loss. -

Conflict of Interests: the experience of competing
demands arising/from involvement in other groups
and relationships externarto.the situation in which
change is proposed as well as any threat to the .

present traditions, standards, and values of a person
or group (Walton, 1973,.O. 684).

A longer list entitled "Specifk Obstacles to Surmount" has
been compiled by those "change conscious educators" who
participated in Action Lab -ft 6 of.the Association for Super-
vision and Curriculum Development (A.S.C.D. 1971),. These
are called "impediments to exemplary curricular and organ-
izational change" and are arranged in descending ordcr of
importance.

1. Lack of practitioner knoWledge of how to use and
evaluate innovative programs.

2. Conflicting educational attitudes, beliefs, and pre-
ferenees among educational role incumbents involved
in an innovation.

3. Fear of being incompetent in an innovative program
rather than comfortable in a traditional approach.

4. Realization that innovation means more work and
additional work is not enticing.
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5. Minimal dav-to-dav communication etWeen the
many individuals anct subgroups involved in a change
effy-t.

6. Non-decisiveness of eyaltation, in. that evaluative
findings rarely answer important questions but
represent much exiVii work.

7. Insufficient financial reskirces to support longi-
tuthnallv thC innovalK.: effort.

8. Failure of school an'd campus administrators to
provide leadership for:educational innovati(,n.

9. Absence of a rep-esentative decision-making process
involving various people to be affected by, a change.

10. Failtir to.determine curtent campus or public school
educational needs before selecting-an innovation for
implementation.

11. Fear that to) support an innovation is to admit that
the "old way" is a failure.

12. Lack of a specific, detailed strategy for ihe, innova-
tion which 'cltirifies responsibilities and activities.

13. 'Po Or conc,eprualization and poor design of 'some
Urnovations.

14. Extseme docentralization and dispersal of decision-
making power to the point where no person assumes
responsibility for the quality of the effort.

15. Resistance of the citizens of the school community
to) innovation imd/or the cost of innovation...

16. Rcluctance to relinquish one's leadership or influence
in an old program to a colleague who will champion
the new program.

Goodwin Watson (1969) discusses opposilion to change from
the point of view of indiidual personality and social systems.
!le points out that, "the forces of the socitil system operate
within the individuals and those attributed to separate person-
alities combhw to constitute systemic forces. The two work
as one" (p. 489). Watson (1969) presents seve.ral considerations
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that persons attempting to bring about change in education
ought to be aware of.

I. "Homeostasis" (pp. 489-490)Although there may be
physiological and psychological forces within us which work
for homeostasis, or a return to a balanced state, there also
exits a human need for change. Some persons respond to
change temporarily; however, many revert to their former
ways of doing things after a certain period of time. This
tendencY is One which is problematic within the field of
educa m; the challenge posed is how to bring about change .

which las until the cycle of renewal begins again.

2. "Habit' Ve have no wholly correct basis for predicting
which habits will show most intrinsic resistance to chang6
(p. 490). When a practice which prompted resistance becomes
common, just as much opposition may ariS'e in regard to
changing.it as there was prior to its' adoption.

3: "Priglacy" refers to the tendency we have to follow a
.pattern in responding to similar situations. An example of
tliis tendency is the fact that in.spite of training many teachers
rely upon mefhods.used by their own teachers. Their ideas
concerning teachers are based on all of their own exper-
iences as children, "and' whenever they hearor read anything
about better tealhing, this is assimilated to that early and
persisting concept" (pp. 490.-491).

4. "Selective Perception and-Retention" (p. 491),These
tendencies are somewhat similar to primacy in that "once an
attitude has been set up, a person responds to other suggestions

in the framewca of his established outlook" (p. 491).
Attit des base u tereotypes rnay represent a barrier to
change .hc -is di ffi tilt to ovetcoMe. Because selective
pereeptim nd rete tion operate so extensively in the human
personali y, here a relatively few instances in which old
prejudice have_. een 'hanged by better information or per-
suasive. argtitilents" p. 49 ).

One explanation he gives for the reluctance people exhibit
in regard to change is based on Freud's conception of the
Superego. In Freud's,Urms, the development of the Superego
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insures.that a child iccepts the taboos of his parents. Even ad an
adult, "an individual needs considerable ego-strength to become
able to cope realistically with changing life situations in dis-
regard of the unrealistic, perfectionistic demands of his Super-
ego" (p. 492). Watson (1969) goes on to say that, "there is
reason to believe that people who choose occupations in w.hich
they try to inculcate highw standards in others (clergymen,
teachers, law-enforcemovn) are persons with extra strong
Superego components" (p. 492)..If one accepts Freud's the,ry
of the-development of human personality, as a consultantile
may wish to deVelop special techniques for dealing with this
sort of resistance to change.

"Self-distrusthe cOmbination of the child's dependency
upon adults and the development of the Superego results in our
learning early in life that going on our impulses usually means
going against the ways in which adults would have.us befi'ave.
He suggests that tte inculcation of this attitude ,contributes to
the fact that although many persons associated with schools,
i.e., students and/or parents, may wish to bring about changes,
most of them take the attitude that their ideas are insignificant
compared to the established norms of the institution.

6. "Insecurity and Regression"Persons become insecure
when_they are faced with problems which they cannot solve
with their traditional approaches. The tendency at such a time
is to revert to a former way of doing things, q.ather than to
experiment with new approache's..Watson (1966) cites racial
desegregation as an example of -iprobkm which necessitates
aianges in school organizatiort. When such a problem arises, tiC
says, "The reactions of insecure teachers, administrators and
parents is, too often, to try to hold fast to the familiar or even
to ret urn to some tried-and-true fundainentals which typify the
schools of the past" (p. 493). An example of this tendency
which has grown out of the desegregation of the schools is the
return to private academies as an alternative to the public
schools.

r`. 'Systemic and Cultural Coherence" (p..494)Emphasis
on coherence means that attempts to effect change in any
part of a system must also take into account the rest of that
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system. In an attenpt to clarify this point Watson (1969)
presents the'following example. "A change in teacher-pupil
relationships is likely to have rt ,Issions on teacher-principal
interaction, on parent-princip, on tcts, on pressure groups
operating on the Superintendent, ,,n Board mei rer chances for
re-election, and perhaps on the relationship of th local syStem
to state or federal agencies'7(p.

Resistance conies about most readily, however, as a result
of the "Vested Interests" (p. 495), id the persons making up
the system...If proposed changes threaten interests based on
economic or prestige concerns there will be barriers erected to
thwart attempts. to bring about the change.

8. "The Sacrosanct" (p. 495-496)Even in instances in
which a discontinuity exists between practice and vv./rat is
regarded as the ideal, the ideal will be upheld if it falls within
an area which the culture regards as sacred.

9. "Rejection',of Outsiders" (p. 496)This psychological
characteristic frequelly acts as a deterrerh to change. It
presents difficulty fur consultants who are often outsiders to
the institutions they are helping. "A major problem in intro-

'ducing social change," Watson says (1969) "is to secure
enough local initiative and participIttion so the enterprise will
not be vulnerable as a foreign-importation" (p. 496).

In closing his comments on resistance to change, Watson
(1969) incluavAt summary of recommendations. The, rec-
ommendations arc intended LS useful principles, based on
generalizations, and are organized according (o three questions,
(1) Who brings the change? (2) What kind of change succeeds?
and (3) How is it best clone?

A. Who-brings the change?
1. Resistance will be less if administrators, teachers,

Board members and community leaders feel
that the project is their own.7-not one devised
and operated by outsiders.

2. Resistance will be less if the project clearly has
wholehearted support from top officials of-the
systern.

7
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B. What kiml of change?
3. Resistance will be less if parti-cipants see the

change as .reducing rather thap increasing their
present burdens.

4. Resistance will be less if the.project accords
with values and ideals which have long been

acknowledged by participants.
5. Resistance.will be less if the program offers the

kind of new experience which interests partici-
pants.

6. Resistance will be less if participants feel that -r
their autonomy and their security is not
threatened.

C. Procedures in.instituting change
7. Resistance will be lcss if participants have

joined in diagnostic efforts leading them to agree
on what the.basic problem is and to feel its
importance.
Resistance will be less if the project is adopt
by consensual grOup decision..

-9. Resistance will be reduced if proponents are
able to empathize With.i.Cppon'ents, to recognize
valid objeCtiOns, and IA takc steps to relievi
unnecessary fears. .

10. Reistance will be reducl if it is recognized
that innovations are likel). to bc misunderstood
and misinterpreted, and if provisiOn is made for
feedback of perceptions,of thc project and fir
further clarification'as needed.

11. Resistance will bc reduced if participants exper-
ience acceptance, supArt, trust, and confidence
in their relations with one another:

12. Reltance will be reduced if the project is.ke t

open to revision and reconsideration if exper-
ience indicates that changes would bc desirable.
(Watson, 1969, p: 496)

Many of the change factors discussed by Caplan, Watson,
'Havelock and others were applied, tested, and evaluated in a
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consortium project suppijrted by the Educaticm Professions
Development Act (EPDA), the Midwest Center. The present
authors have been actively involved in the direction, develop-
ment, and dissemination of this project for the past three
years.

While there are some similarities between change agen try
and consultatimi work, we found it essjntial to clearly define
any differences which existed between the two approaches.
Our distinction rose to the surface at the POINT OF ENTRY.
That is, instead of beginning from a "goal free" point of vilew,
Crying to determine how we could be helpful to the consultee(s),
this project was formulated on a "goal directed" platform in
that all institutions and people who became involved agreed
that change was needed.and thatthe EPDA guidelines were
acceptable.

The following statements by Kurpius (1975) represent a
summary of the overriding factors which produced "greatest"
and "least" change in tile EPDA prctject described above. The
ieport is taken directly from A Cons'ortium Approach to-
Planned Change: A. Review and Evaluation, and is presented
here as a case study.

Thc objectives of this project Were related to the pressing
need for universities and schools to renew their educational'
programs in the areas of pupil personnel services. Throughout
the project we maintained the principle that sehool districts
and universities had many common goals and resources to
share. .I 'Lially we discovered that universities located inside the

s of a school district, or very near one, had made
few attempts to systematically determine the mutual benefits
of recognizing each other's needs and resources. The most
revealing example could, be taken from one of the major
school districts in which we worked. Schoo.4:-Iti that district
hired most of their teachers from the nearby-universities and
then proceeded to retrain them durinKtheir first ,twoyears of
teachingso they co Id function effectively in an inner city
school. Ironically, b th the school and university felt this
constraint, but neith was.able,to devrlop a vehicle for
defining and solving t e above stated problem. EPDA con-
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tributed siginficantly to bringing these two parties together to
understand each other's purposes and subsequently to.recog-
nize the great benefits related to collaborative 'planning and
feedback. What were the problems involved in moving from an
independent working relationship to an interdependent relation-
ship between scilools and universities?

-The approach selected by the Consortium was the planned
change discrepancy approachthat is, taking what exists in the
present situation and attempting to help those people most
involved to develop collaborative plans which will move them
toward a predetermined goal. As a result of this decision, each
satellite agreed that:

, .

1. S taff,, program, ,and .organizational renewal was
needed 41 bog-I ihesclioniand university level.

2. DeSired thanges./teeded to he defined and agreed
on by all wild' would beiaffected by the change.

: e .4. 1 ., 3. A 4steiriauc plan N4s needed to direct, the change.
1-1.. E.',v.i tiation and feedback*ere high.priaities.

The one fa .tor which secMcd tAi be most Awe] linked to.the
overall Kai math'.1 within the scfioolS and tiversids emerged -.

as the w king climate o'r.organizati6nal environmertt Which
'exist- 'within a givein unit 76r larger organization.,,Qiir exper-

.4iences..have indicared thz,a7;there were two basic types of woil,
, clirmakes &wild' inboth schools and. universitiespne dimate ....,,

could betddined as traclitional, and ,6 o ill 1 d be characterited As.

Ihnear,4vrniaqand buritfituci-atic. The Other type. repr -sen. ed.a.
le-planne41 approach, with proli.lérns,.and interval ons

iclosely defitied and owned. Irvhe firSt;type of struct re, loy.
to tge organizati,on ancAepcndencc upon its isting orga.. .,...v

al pat tetris .seerned. to Frbe.riMai'y. G,encrallY thcge units
_

seemed m\ill iil; stataCed from new ideas coming frorniwithin

- - k

the orgiiiii. iWor from...the outside. Planning, CollaboEation,
mi cvaluatior considered tlieatening and therefore

P '
,
seldom practited. Memb4Avho felt:the need to be lo;yal ,

. . , ,_.

didn't direct4lifficUlt questionsao thc 'propel' source. Instead;
Icy shared .thele coneerns v).4th the Center'and Continued to.

, , accept't 'figs as thzy wc4e.w negotite only .on individual ...t,
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issues. We found that these settings and situations presented
the greatest frustration among satellite staff members, since
they implied unilateral decision making, obscure goals, high
regard for conviviality, and low interdependence. These norms
were reBorted as existing over a long period of time prior to ..
the project. Due to the limited scope and resources, we had
limited success in modifyinhese norms. We did, however,
bring the supportive and reMiining issues related to this ap-
proach to a much higher level of awareness for future change-
orien ted issues, and in some cases we did influence major
change.

The second type of work climate was, in many ways, almost
the opposite in nature. The units were organized in a less
linear fashion, interacted less fur many and were more problem

e solving oriented. They plac .d higher value on concepts related
to planning for change; all nembers of the unit felt ownership
of the problems that existec and shared in their soh tions,
accepted conflict as natural, and utilized the conflict 'n their
day-to-day problem-solving activities. Commitment was con-
si(lered more important than h)yalty, and interdependence
was valued over dependence and independence. At times, how-
ever, the staff members in these units Were as frustrated,as
those mentioned in the traditional organizational structure,
but for very different reasons. The primary difference was that
plans and procednres did exist and were being implemented.
Faculty of those units felt that rewards were qistributed
according to progress made vc.ith respect to their responsibility
within the unit given the existing conditions, and not accord-
ing to criteria standardized for all memibers or through personal
relltionships and "party line" memberk,hip. The single greatest
difference was that high performance units did have.,en agreed-
upon process for problem solving and well defined objectives
for their unit.

While the define-and-solve units performed most effectively,
no ideal organizational arrangements existed. Also,' duri%,
change stages of units and organizations, no ideal ( rganiz& .

tional patterns con d be predicted. However, we in be sure
of one thinga co sistent interaction should tak place

-
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between the desired change and the existing situations. This is
no easy task, since in most educational change programs
double-edged sword exists. That is, the "regular" program is
going on t the same tnne that t new program is being imple-
mented. And many times these are the same prograin. In fact,
one Of the reasons for supporting special projects is to allow
certain people to focus (m the development and change while
others are-attending to the issues of the day. Unfortunately,
many times the two sets of activities are not differentiated.

.

and, as a result, two sets of forces emerge which resist each
other and many times cancel out any potential growth. In
these cases collaborative problem, solving became difficult, and
decisions were either made by a "trusted" few or allowed to

, drift untireither the ntotivation to improve faded away or a
crisis situation emerged.

Once again, in organizational units where norms existed which
supported problem definition and solving, and where influential
persons supported the objectives, greater change was poNsible.
In the unitsitiot following a systematic plan our finding was that
most of the schools and universities were operating on implicit
program goals. In many cases,'Individual members had outlined
their personal objectives for their part in the organization, but
these seemed more associated with "how to make it" in the
organization and.less associated with the overall school or
department mission. At the beginning of the project, few of
the organizational units had a plan stating their plan of opera-
tion. FS)thermore, there was great resistance against the
satellite and Center staffs',requests for clearer program defini-
tions.

At this early stage, there were old norms and patterns of
behavior which were being challenged.bv each satellite. Ob-
ynnisly satellite staff were placed in a somewhat precarious
position in relation to their non-satellite peers. Satellite staff
(including school, community, university, and State Depart"-
ment) were startidg to ask questions deemed appropriate but
which had seldom been aggressively pursued,before. As a
result, early resisting forces were building, and the satellite
staffs began to experience rejection of objectives and ideas
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which had lwen agreed upon.at an earlier time. Given the
isolation satellites were experiencing, they tended to turn
some of their doubts and concerns toward themselves, toward
thc Center, and ultimately toward USOE. Tlw greatest concerns
expressed at this time %vere:

I. Arc our needs assessment data valid, reliable, and
relevant?

2. How do we reach agreement within our own organ-
ization on the priorities which our needs assessment
data suggest that we should establish?

3. flow many more times will we need to reach agree-
ment on the objectives before we find ownership
and commitment from the organization?

Out of this experience we recognized thre'e clusters of change
agents which were working somewhat independently and often
at cross purposes: I) the satellite staff (made up of school,
twiversity, community, and State Department people); 2) hack-
home unit members not directly associated with the projects
but belonging to the same school or university unit; and 3)
dUring the early project stages, the Center staff.

At tirrie caCh cluster was trying to influence the others while
following different objectives, priorities, and criteria. The
definition mi(1 acceptance of this phenomenon became the first
step to modifying the change effort. Therefore, during this
stage of consortium meetings we.tried to clarify the complex
maze of individual and group beliefs, Organizational norms, old
unsolved organizational problems which were surfaced by
satellites, and old and new intcrpresonal relationships which ,

were being tested, developed, or threatened.

Our intention at this stage waif() try to define thc issues
and practices which caused the confrontations and then
develop a plan .to move beyond the confrontation and catharsis
stages int() the early stages of problem solving. The define-and
solve approach became a pattern of b6havior which followed
both between satellites and their sites and between satellites
and Center. The ability of a unit to define and solve became one
of the norms which emerged and which became highly correlated
with meeting proposed project objectives.
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During these phases of planning.and replamnng it was dis-
covered, ill som«.ases rediscovered, that certain organizational
norms and memnership behaviors could be associated with
limited change ,butcomes vhile others could be associated with
major change outcomes. The following list represents some of
the most CO111111011 conditions stated by nwmbers of the
consortium as either supportive or resistant to their change
ObiC(IlVeti.

Conditions Producing Greatest Change coi ditions Producing Least Change

1) People committed to change
obireties.

2) People reciignized the purpose
for bureau(racies but didn't
abuse their authority position.

3) Recognized that changing others
is perhaps a greater attraction
than (haniring self or being
changed.

4) Recognized that "no one has
it together."

Followed a sysj.ematic
approach which satellite
members and other members

-agreed on.

6) Institutional administration
was perceived as highly
legi(imate, operated objec-
tively, and interacted freely
within the organiz.ation.

7) Administration not only
supported change cognitively
but also innideled change.

8) Objectives were clear and
agreed upon hy all who would
he affected. This required that
criteria, procedures, needed re-
sources and time lines be specified.
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1) People committed to personal
objectiv*s.

2) When the change objectives
placed stress on the points
where the change was to
occur, some leadership

''personnel retreate(l back to
old patterns of behavior or
relied on their position of
authority as protection.

3) Main focus on changing
others.

r-

4) Viewed individual change plan
or process as best

5) Followed an undefined ap-
' proach, with oral cottapit-

merits but low ownership
of existing problems.

6) Institutional administrati(in
was perceived as political and
inconsistent with behavior
patterns which lacked defini-
tidn.

7) Administration expected .

others to change while little
change could be (ibserved in
administrative behavior.

8) Objectives were vague and
sometimes nonexistent. Agree-
ment on objectives seldom
practiced.



9) Existing litganizati(
supported change.

orms 9) Existing norms suggested
maintenance was a highel
priority, e.g., low trust,
insulated from the outside,
decisions made by persons in
positions of authority often
lacking adequate data, organ-
izational problems disowned
by inembers, competition high,
collaboration low, same
problems rorkeuring.

Subsystems struggled to
develop adequate influence to
induce change where needed.

10) The Luger system made
provisions to accommodate
the change processes and out-
comes of the subsystem.
(project and related depart-
m(nts an(l schools).

11) An objective person(s) assisted
in mediating very difficult
change issues.

12) Persons to tw affected by the
Change viewed the change as
increasing relevance and
cf fective ncss.

13) Recognition that change is
slow and (iften conflict
producing.

t0)

11) Persons in positions of
auth(irity collected informa-
tion from individuals and
then made decisions based on
their own analysis.

12) Persons to be affected by the
change formed counter-
dependent groups tot resist
the change objectives even
after agreeing on them.

13) Wanted immediate change
and with little or Ilo conflict.
Perceived conflict as unnatural
and harmful.

14) Dissatisfaction with the present 14)

situation is identified, defined
and modified.

15) Commitment 3o people and to .15)

the purpose of the organization.

16) Rewards based on performance 16)

related to agreed-on joi?
definition.

17) Higher level administrators 17)

recognized distorted informa-
tion and requiri:d clarity.

18) Nonstandard probkms were 18)

accepted as part of the
change process.

5 4

What we have has worked for
us in the pastwhy change.

Loyalty to the organization
and selected people.

Rewards based on.personal
relationships, traditional
criteria or unreliable data.

, Higher administrators
did-hot rec gnize distortions,
or if recognized, did not
require clarification.

Nonstandard problems were
considered disruptive to a
smooth, conflict-free
organizativ.



19)

20)

22)

hiterdependein e of units i,
eni (imaged, although ontlict
producing at time,.

ip problem solving was a
recognized norm ot the
organization.

1inpoi tam e of work ing .1% di

unit is recognized and time
priorities are made.

While in a ionnnittee or work
group, members svant to
know the full racafrink ol all
issues, even fliose whi(li they
may not want approved by the
group.

23) Personal relatbinships are
important at all levels of the
organiza(ion. No personal
gains C.tn be links's] to these
personal relationships however.

19)

20)

Dependence on the organiza
tion and independent work
was rewarded,

Problems were avoided and
undid ined; many remained
unsolved.

21) Impoi (an t meetings are
dif I icult (ii schedule due t o
individual personal schedules.

22) Members are active when
their own issues are 'wing
worked on and passive during
work time on issues not
personally interesting or
rewarding.

23) Personal relationshiiis with
decision makers gain
personal favors from them.

From this.briel commentary it can be inferred that the school
and university are more similar than different in their approach
to self-renewal. There ar±:2)lowever, a few unique differences
which we feel were imj;ortant factors to this and other change
oriented projects.

In some ways, trying to descril expelience with the
university is an awesome task. Firs i lonthistory and tradition.
-of change is associated with higher education in America. This
hi.. (try rcps rts that change is slow, usually resisted, and often

cally planned. Our experience supports thesen .1 sten;.:
st--enients but not uniformly, since some institutions
or drp atments Within institutions are more oriented toward
planned change methodologies.

The most persistent obstacle we fotind was linked to the
ideology which treats the academic faculty as independent
professionals. If members of a faculty wanted the proposed
change, they could volunteer to become involved. If instead,
faculty wanted things as they presently existed, they would
passively resist change by teaching the same courses in the
same way with students reporting the same ciomplaints. The



point heir is that, the iiiii \ eisit \ departments and units \vitli
Id" ill \\ e \\ iti Led \\ eic no( noted lot .theii Abdul I,, by inti,,\.i .
tbr and iespl iisi \ e, buil \\ el(' !lel Ici kno\vil loi Weil it,tsi\
:II t inplishinents..\ nil e\ en Illoii).di some dep,irinicnis \vele
tin wilily in nerd Iti WM. \Val, WC\ I "Itiillitt'll lI) Se the Prefielli
III WI IIIS lit IIIC I),ISI, \\lien \\ II.It OWN; \yore doing had been
ie14 ant. Hem e, theii bailie of ieFetenre \vas in the past more)I tan the plesent of intuit. l'he administration secnied to

i. iippoi 1 the best departments ati.41 ignore the %vcakest ones.
Maybe it \vas anti( ipated that they \voiild bet ()mu so bad that
students \could no Ibngei ettiod, vhich rarely Iiappens. oi
be( Hine schtrclic\\itug, \\hit hi jist, rarck.

1,Ve did not buil any Irwtf;trii/v.il, faculty-approved approm h to
tat idly I clIcAvai tiaining,'(urIiI ilium ri.lie\vai oi oganitationai
relic \v,th. Most tinfit ilium rene\v,d \vas due to motivation ,111(1
1,114111111inlICIIIN ill lillii\ ilillidi:IlliltV \dill \\TVe 1/CCASittnallV
Slipilltileli l/V thl. illSlitIllitql; Illittil LiCtuitV rtlie\y,11 llt:Culft'd
rither 1111.1)ligh !NCH dill'Ciit)il or through replacements due tu
retirements and mobility (neither of whi4.11 an: currently

I

Vi a b lt. li J.( trl'SseS ); int ts t ot)2.,,ulitatittual renewal \vas created by
administration. kVe did find a high number of .idnlinistraturs,
faculty, and students \\litt desired to iillf)rot'e the present
siniatiun. But the history of nlust of the uoits implied that' nu
planncil change prograill existed %%inch \vas highly supi)orted,

'even thutigh iilttst ttf thc tiniversdirs had severA Ftinuicti and i

nunfunded change prugranis in process.
%

Since \ve represented one of these change prucesses, we were
subject to the same resistance factors as any other change
project. l'he degree of support we were abk tu gain WaS
dependent on a number of variables. If (lie institution was
highly fragmented and diffuse, we found it ne".(xt tu impossible
to bring people togrdwr :Ind reach agreement on .1. cumniun
set of objectives tvhich votild be ,ipproved awl suppurted.
I hwt-vcr, if the needs, inotivatiolls, :Ind readiness to change,
\Vert' present, and the Inning of the project was very closely
.issociated \\ ith Our needs of thr university, then pre-entrY
and ent.ry stages \vidu these institutions every easier than \vith

,i

institutions dial \yenr not frelie the press to change. 'Lop-. .
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:ulininisnators %vele moue ;1%ailable, special planning sessions
%vele easil% scheduled, and on« commitments were agreed on,
the% %Veit 11Wle likelY to bc carlied out ;17 cording to) the.con-

z ditto ns 'teed on. .\nothei von iatde we tound to) be a teliable
pledio tor of potential support was the faculty mendwrs' knowl-
edge about o liangeind how they conceptualized planned
hange. As mentioned in the intioduction, it one group

per«.ived I il,Ili4L IrMil ill1111111 Vir1V -

(10u(INIII4 1)11 self, feelings, vahics, and pro(ess) and another
gouitypci hange from a planned change point of view/
(change as a rational process requiring an organized plan of
operation.), resistance owirred yvhich needed to) be clarified.

some faculty and/or administrators follow a negotiating-
bargaining approach, ()Owls lollow-u.more rational-planned
appruach, and still others follow the collegial ;tpproach Id
trust and reciprocity.

Certain'illthods and .ipproaches to entry worked bet tel
than other'..We found it important tu [Ind faLidtv who were
stable, permanent members of the unit. These peoph. tended
to) know the characteristics of the system. Next it was impor-o0
tant to demonstrate how the change would improve Nvilat
existed, rather suggest that what existed %vas faulty.
\Vhere this appt jo ii vas followed, it beca'rru; important to)
secur each gain before go oing on to the next step. lf,tOo much
imbalance %VaS creatto.I, time %vas needed to allow the change
fro be accepted behify pushing head into new areas. We learned
not to become disenchanted %vith the realization that objectives
once ;ogreed upon sometimes need to be renewed or revised.
It is better to rewrite some of the objectives, or drop S(1111('
out, than to continue with partial commitment; and if
objectkes are modified or dropped, it is equally important to
make the changes known. Generally %ve found that kis better
to experience success on a few objectives thaii to fail because
oil over-extention uf staff and anstittition (Kurpius, 1975,
p. 79-83).

ORGANIZATION DEVEIAWNIENT

One ol the ,opproaches a C011tilliLint may decide to) use during
the consiNation process is referred to as organization develop-
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ment or OD. Frie4inder and Bro (1974),* in their corn-
,

prehensive reifieW,o(the OD literatur indicate that from-
- their 'perspective OD 'is a method for facilitating change and

development in pelole.(e.g. stfles, vah es, skills), in technology
(e.g. greater simplicity, complexity), and in organizational,

p\=ocesses and structures (e.g. relationships, roles)" (p. 80).
In accordance with this perspective,

The objectives of OD generally can be.,classified as those
optimizing human and social improvement or as those
optirni-.4hg task accomplishment or more likely as some
(oftencOnfused) blend .of the two (p. 314 \

Consultants working within systems interested . bringing about
change-.need to consider Friedlander iind Brown'c vie' -Of
organilation development which,

calls for a change in technology and structur'el.(technoL
- structural),or change in individUals and their inter-....

.0action processes (tiuman-processual), rather thanefforts
to rtge only the people, only the structure/process,.or

ilke technology of the organization (p. 314).

Their review of the literature supports their premise that,
attempts to bring about change by working with only individ-
uals, technology, or strueture within an organization do not
meet with success.

In addition to looking at organizations as being made up of
"people, technologies and structures," OD may be explained
from another viewpoint. Specifically, it

is at once arset'of personal values, a set of change
technologies, and a set of processes or structures" through:
which the change agent relates to the organizational ....
system (Pp. 315-31,6).

From this perspective,

OD intcrVentions can be described in terms of the degree
to which they incorporate valiies of humanism, d ocracy,

*Friedlander and Brown completed a revieW of the OD literature in titC
Review of Psychology, 1974, Vol. 25, pp. 313-341. This overview IA OD
taken primarily from the Publication.
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economics, and science; the degree to which they utilize
such technologies as team building, job design, and survey
feedback; the degree to which they incorproate collabor-
ative or unilaterial relationships between change agent and
orianization; and tre degree to which they are intended to
optimize human/social benefit or productivity/performance
objectives (p. 316).

Some views of thc OD process are based on a more democratic
Ad humanistic approach to man than others. The values and

objectives associated with this more humanistic approach are:
creating an open problem-solving climate, supplementing
the authority of role and status with the authority of
knowledge and competence, locating decision-making and
problem-solving as close to information sources as possible,
building trust and collaboration, developing a reward
system which recognizes the organizational mission and
growth of people, helping managers to manage according
to relevant objectives rather than past practices, and in-

i,creasing self-controLand self-direction for people within
the organization. (Friedlander and Brown, 1974, p. 316)

Relationship of OD Cohtciltant to the System. Different
views exist in regard to,trelationship a practitioner of OD
develops with the system in which he is '14nsulting. One type
of relationship is "unilateral-directive.",lf a consultant takes
this stance, h'e "gathers data, analyzes it, reports his findings
to senior management and recommends changes." If, on the
other haiCOL.eonsidtant wishes tO 'develop a "facilitative-
collaborative" i'elationship with the systena) he "helps others
engage in Cxploration, diagil'osis and development" (p. 316).
This approaCh relates very closely to the Stages of Consulta-
tion listed on pp. 15 to 39 and to the pfl)cess of collaborative
consultation described on pp. 10 to 15.

.

... \ .

According to Friedlander and Brown (1974), interventions
which concentrate on hurna.n interaction or process are used by

msieltants who believe ,that organizations arc more produ,etivec
' persons in them are able to perform and interact in ways
which take human aspects into account. Although they indi-
cate that quality of human interaction and-the degree of
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productiveness do not always go together, different types of
interventions which focus Z)n the human element have been
developed. They point to three types which have received the
most attention in the OD Litera*re; specifically, survey
feedback, team building, and intergroup relations develop-
ment. Common- assump tions on which these types'of inter- .-
ventions are based arc:

1) sharing infi;rmation.can be valuable, particularly
when it hitherto has remained unshared but has
influenced organizational processes (like some
court feelings).
confronting and working through differences
among people who must work together can enhante
collaboration.
participation in decision making c' lead to
increased coMmitment. (Friedlan er and BroWn,
1974, p. 326)

These strategies for organiz,ational intervention are described
below.

Surv4 Feedback. Survey feedback is' defineckts a process
in which data is:

1) systematically collected (usually by ques.tionnaires)
from members of an organization,

2) analyzed in summary fashion, and'
3) fed back seleetively to organization members.

(Friedlander and Brown, 1974, p. 326)
A summary of the findings regarding survey feedback indiczttes
that its effectiveness:

can be increased by collaborative involvement of the
participants, participation of non-management, facilitation
by an outside consultant, and specific decisions about
follow up and action steps. T here is evidence that survey
feedback clan be an effectivtbridge7 between diagnostic
activities (e.g. interviewing ( r ciuessionnaire administra-
tion) and active iriterventio , since its primary effeets
seem to be on attituk.s7 perceptLms of the'situation.

1
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But there is little evidence that Survey feedback alone
leadslo changes in individual behavior or organizational
performance (p. 327).

Team Building. Some research has been conducted in an
avempt to assess the effects of team building, a type of inter-
vention based on group development. In one study conducted ,
by Schmuck,,Runkel., and Langmeyer (1969) and reported...by
Friedlander and Brown (1974) the researchers:

trained the faculty of a junior high school and compared
the Aperimental faculty with the faculties of several
similar schools:The experimental faculty .repi',ted mot4'
positive perceptions of the principal, the sta .ectings,
and the level of innovations in teaching, and they espoused
more norms consistent with laboratory values than the
controls (p. 328).

In his own analysis, Friedlander (196:8) showed, "that the
context in which the team building took place was very
important."

The quality of integrated prework and postwork processes
surrounding the laboratory a fir more potent determiner
of developmental impact than are variations in trainer role
and behavior or differenres in climate.and.content of
laboratory training session-(p. 328). .

In addition, "intragroup trust" at the time team building was
begun had an effect upon such activities:

Initial intragroup trust was, a better predictor of subsequent
.perceptions of group effectiveness and the worth of group
meetings than the initial ratings on the same dimensions.
But intragroup trust itself was not increased by training
except when pre- and postwork with-the consultant
occurred .(p. 329).

The design of studies based on group development are Open to
criticism, however,

there is convergent evidence that group development
activitis affect participant attitudes and sometimes their
behavior as well. These effects may also "spill over" in
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some fashioneto other organization members. It remains
unclear, however, what mechanisms operate in successful
team deVelopment activities, or what critical,conditions
must be satisfied for successful generdlization of learnings-
outside the team, or what effects group de4iopment has
on actual task performance (p. 329).

Intergroup Relations Development. The third area in which
an OD consultant might work is referred to as "intergroup
relation's development" (p: 329). With this approach, the con-
sultant concentrates on th,c relationships between subsystems
in an organization, that is the points at which subsystems
meet. These "interfaces between groups in an organization"
frequently represent sources of conflict. The task of the con-
sultant is to help those involved handle the conflict in a pro-
ductive way. Friedlander and Brown (1974) point to Walton's
(1968) suggestions for intervening in "intergroup conflict":

1. -reduce the potential for conflict (e.g. change
structure or personne31);

2. resolve substantive issues (e.g. make the decisions
3. help manage manifest con flirt (e.g. be a referee);
4. facilitate a change in tfr: relazEonships (p. 330).

The tendency of consultants who concentrate on process
variables in their interventions has been to rely upon managing
or utilizing the conflict and helping to bring 'about changes in
relations'hips, since they frequently do not have the power or
the desire to exeft the power required by the first two ap-
proaches listed above. As Friedlander and Brown indicate, "A
more common approach has been to foster agcneral 'problem-
solving' ap'proach tó the relations between groups" (p. 330).
This approach "is the preferred outcome for both if the groups
are interdependent" (p. 330).

Managing conflict and,changing relationships require that a
consultant assist with "information sharing, confron,tation of
Oifferences, and working through to new understandings." As
summarized by Friedlander and Brown (1974), and as
developed by Blake and his colleagues,



't f
ofotypeTtesign reVires groups 'to develop lists of
psrceptioir of aftrnse '§, the other group, aad
vieWs ort7be other..gr( p.'s perceptions of them, and

AieniftO,use theliskrs iuk,out to develtiping better under-
standk of jachot er irkrh, creating future action plans

330). ,

Th etual effe s of interVentipns directed at conflict between
osu s are.no novit, hi.iweVer. An aspect of this approach

whi6h neect aLtn is the rok taken by a consultant in his

yrkttlith, tin:. re troriships:hetween subsystems, since his
impacp.rcdntative of a groupa group external fo and

possibly a threat tp his client-Lis not often considered" (p. 331).

The-O.D. Process. A VI-ear-cut discussion of the nature of
organization development,frOm the point of view of its
"operational components" is included in French and Bell's
Organization Development: Behavioral Science Interventions
for Organization Improvement (1973). The components
reviewed are: 1) "diagnosis," 2) "action," and 3) "protess-
maintena,nce" (p. 33).

The first step in the OD process is diagnosi This step is
essential because:

-OD is at heart an action program based on valid informa-
\ tion about the status qUo, current problems and oppor-

tunities, and effects of actions as they relate to goal
achievement (p. 35);

There are two needs at this stake. On* is for information which
represents a valid picture of the kay things are in an organiza-
tion. The other need.is for information which reflects the
consequences of specific action which has been take. Fhis
chapter contains a table indicating procedures for "D g- g

nosing Organizational Subsystems," which includes
1) the Diagnostic Focus or Target,
2) Explanation and IdentifyingE-xamples,
3) Typical,,,Information Sought, and.
4) Common Methods of Diagnosis (p. 36-34

Suggestions are included in the table for an entire organization,
for "Large subsystems;" "Small subsystems;" "Small, total
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organizations:" "Interface or intergroup subsystems;" "Dyads
and/ot Triads:" "Individuals:" "Roles:" and "Between organi-
zation system§ constituting a supra-system" (pp. 36-38).

Another approach to diagnosis is includ d in the table entitled
"Diagnosing Organizational Processes p. 40). Specific organi-
zational processes are" lk'ted with their accompanying "Iden-
tifying Remarks and EXplanation," " 'pica! Information
Sought," and "Common Methods of iagnosis" (p. 40).

An OD consultant, of course, uses the approaches delineated
in both tatSies simultaneously. If he is concentrating on diagnosis
of problems in a particular subsystem of an organization, for
example, he will of necessity scrutinize and gather information
concerning the processes that subsystem does or does not en-
gage in and the manner in which members participate in the
various processes. The processes included in the. table were
'chosen because of their importance in the operation of effec-
tive organizations.

In addition to the actual diagnosis which,emerges, in OD how
.the informatthn is collected and what is done with the informa-
tion are also important. According to French and Bell (19,73),
the effectiveness of OD 4,s a strategy for bringing about organi-
zational change is associat4d.with tie aspects of the process
described in the following:

There is an active collaboration betWejn the OD practi-
tioner and the organization Members about such issues as
what target groups.are to be diagnosed, how the diagnosis
is best accomplished, what Processes and dynamics
should be analyzed, what is to be done with the informa-
tion, how.tile data will be worked with, and how the
information will be used to aid, action planning (p. 39).

The second stage of the OD process is the action one. The
term used to describe this stage is intervention.. "Planning
acthms, executing actions, and evaluating the consequences
of actions are an integral and essential part of most OD inter-

,. vet,itions" (p. 4,1). Ordike many training approaches, OD
emphasizes actually taking action as a part of its educational
process. Folis reason, learning and acting are included in
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most interventions based on OD principles, although one
approach may emphasize one aspect more than the other.
Finding out what action is needed and carrying it out is
based on the problems actually found within an organiza-
tion. This aspect of OD means that actual persons involved
with particular pr lems are assisted with learning approaches
to problem solvi . This type of assistance may be based on
different approa es to learning. One is the approach many
persons are familiar with which involves learning about some-
thing and then attempting to perform according to what has
been learned. Another approach used in OD is to involve.

organization members in acting and then examining what was
aone with the pissrpose of pinpointing.the actions which
might have produced more positive consequences for those
involved.

In OD activities, "Diagnosis, action taking, and goal setting
are inextricably related" (p. 43).

Diagnostic activities are precursors to action programs,
that is, fact-finding is done to provide a foundation for
action. Actions are continuously evaludieclin terms of
their appropriatenesswhether or not, they are attainable
and whether or not they can be translatect into action
programs. These three components of OD are also the
basic components of the action research model, and it
is for this reason that we view OD as "organization
improvement through action research" (p. 43).

The third stage of the OD process, that of "Maintaining and
Managing the OD Process itself" is its ciulminating activity in
that

organization development is a continuous process of the
cycling of.setting goals -and objectives, collecting data
about the status quo, planning and taking based on
hypotheses and On the data, and evaluating the effects
of action through additional data collection (p. 43).

Nlembers of Sn organization in which OD is being used as an
ein tervention learn as they engage in the OD process just how
to maintain and manage the work and problems of their
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organization from an OD perspective. According to looking
for answers to these questions Is a part of the management of
this process:

Are we being timely and relevant in our interventions?

Are ourfactivities producing the effects we intended,and
wanted? if not, why not; if so, why?
Is there continued "ownership," that is, involvement,
commitment, and investment, in the program by the
clients?

What are the total system-ramifications of our e orts?
Did we anticipate these? If yes, what do we do about
them?
What about 4 culture of our own OD group? Must it be
changed in any ways? Are we solving problems effectively,
managing against clearly understood goals, anci modeling
the kind of interpersonal climate we think is desirable
in an organization? (p. 44).

During this stage of maintaining the OD process, the objectives
to be met are:

to model self-analysis and self-reflection as means of
self-improvement;

to model the action research principles of goal setting
coupfrd with data feedback loops to guide and evaluate
actions;

to work to ensure ownership° of the interventions\ and the
entire program by organization members;

to model the ability to detect and cope with problems and

A5
portunitics in the internal and the external environment;

.q.o.test the effectiveness of interventions by utilizing
feedback from the system; '

4.0 test for relevancy of the program 6,) the organization's
needs;

to test for timelines of interventions; and

to ensure that intended and unintended cOnsequences do
not obviate the organization's and the OD program's
goals (pp. 45-44).
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If this stage of maintaining and managing the OD process is .not
adequately carried through, there is little chance-that the at-
tempt at producing change will succeed.

Process consultation and OD EdgarH. Schein (1969), one
of the best known authors in the area of consultation, views
what he terms "Process Consultation" (P-C) as a part of organ-
ization development. As he explains in the introductory
chapter of Process Consultation: Its Role in Organization
Development, his emphasis is "on the process by which the
consultant builds readiness for OD programs, actually conducts
training as part of the OD effort, and works with the key
individuals of an oiganization as part of an OD program" (p. 3).
With Schein's approach, a manager who requests the services of
a consultant does not haVto know exactly why he needs these
services; instead, the consultant and the manager engage in
"joint didgnosis",(p. 5). The'process consultant's approach to
organizations is based on three 'assumptions:

1) that most organizations could probably be more
effective than they are if they could identify what
processes (work flow, interpersonal relations, com-
munications, intergroup relations, etc.) need improve-
ment (p. 5).

2) that no organizational form Pperfect, that every
organizational form has strengths and weaknesses
(pp. 5-6).

3) that problems will stay solved longer and be solved
more effectively if the organization solves its own
problems; the consulLint has a role in teaching
diagnostic and problem-solving skills, but he should
not work on the actual concrete problems himself
(p. 6).

Should the process consultant think he knows the sources of
organizational problems he does not pass on his ideas before

,

tne appropriate time, because one other assumption of pro-
cess consultation is "that the client musHearn to see the
problem for himself, to share in the diagnosis, and to be
detively involved in generating a remedy."*,(p. 7).
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Schein (1969) has formulated this defThition of process
consultation: "P-C is a set of activiAs (in the part of the
consultant which help the client to perceive,.understand, and
act upon process events which occyi in the client's environ-
ment*(p. 9). The process consultant believes that "human
N.IceAes" must not.be overlooked in diagnosing organiza-
tional problems. In brief, "the process consultant is primarily
"an expert on processes at the individual, interpersonal, and
intergroup levels" (p. 9). Although Schein agrees that improv-
ing human processes is not the only way to help organizations,
he emphasizes that, "whatever work is engaged in its various
functions are always mediated by the interactiims of people .

as long as organizations are networks of people, there will be
processes occurring between them" (p. 9). .

The process consultant operating within the organization
development framework uses techniqUes such as those"men-
tioned in the section on OD. Schein's (1969) summary of
the role of this type of consultant suggests how once again it
differs from other approaches:

The job of the process consultant is to help the organ-
ization to solve its own problems by making it aware of
organizational processes, of the consequences of these
processes, aTid of the mechanisms by which they can be
changed. The process consultant helps the organization.
to learn from self-diagnosis and self-intervention. The
ultimate concern of the process consultant is the organ-
ization's capacity to do for itself.what he has done for it.
Where the standard consulant is more concerned about
passing on his knowledge, the process xonsultan t is con-
cerned about.passing on his skills rnd Values (p. 135).

The assumptions and processes of organization development
(OD) arc in many ways the same assumptions and processes
that arc represented in the consultation model described
earlier. What we have tried to do in presenting the consulta-
tion process is to describe the interaction between the con-
sultant(s), the consultee(s), and the client(s). Not only may
the consultee be an individual, group, organization oti=com-
munity. Since OD emerged more as an organizational renewal
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model, we think it is important to, consider it as technology,
which, when set into motion by the consultant and consultee
can produce an impact upon framework, purpose, method
and psychosocial dimensions of an organization, as mentioned
on.p. 25.

b 0
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TRAINING THE CONSULTANT

In devoting a section of this monograph to the training of
consultants we have decided to share with you some of the
thoughts we have had during the design of inservice work- .

shops, video-simulations, presentations for professional organ-
izations, and a graduate seminar, all of which werc cOncerned
with the topic of psychoeducational consultation. Our purpose
is not to present the last word on training in this area but to
discuss some areas which are of interest to us and might be of
benefit to you, if 'unls a stimulus for the development (if
your (iwn ideas.

We emphasize two basic constructs in our training program.
These fundamental issues are:

a) Interaction

b) Continuity
44

An assumption underlying our training is that the process
is primarily a dyadic interaction between the trainers and th'
trainees, and that the major characteristic of this interaction
is interdependence. From'the beginning of any training exper-
ience, be it inservice training for public school counselors or a
graduate-level seminar, the responsibility for the outcome is
shared. One example.of this might be the discussion of trainer
and trainee means for achieving desired outcomes.

This interaction allows for shared responsibility in deter-
mining the direction the training will take. We have found it
is extremely important that this relationship of shared respon-
sibility be continued throughout the training. No matter how
much time is spent initially in determining goals, objectives,
and implementation possibilities, these topics always resurface
during the training and need to be dealt with in an inter-
dependent manner..

The second idea which seems to be basic to our training is
continuity. It is important to us that our training not be an
isolated event in the educational life of .the trainee. In looking
at our format, %.c first try tofocus on die past cducatnmal
experiences the.trainee, both formal and informal. We are
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interested in providing a smooth transition between the back-..
ground a trainee has and the nernaterial we are.trying to
present. If these C4 ..siderations _arc ignotcd, the majority Of
our time as traintrs will be spent dealing with trainee dellend-
ence, independence, or counturdependence.

Of equal importance to this principle of continuity is a
clycern for how the training ends. If the trainees are not to be
Iet hanging, some thought needs to bc given to what is reqiii-ed
to allow them to move into their next phase of developmen
If we arc presenting inservice training for practicingliigh school
counselors, wc look at what Would bc most beneficial to them
as an aid in the' implementation of.consultation services in
their job settings, such as guidelines for getting started.

Along with these two basic principles of interaction and
continuity, there have been somc training variables which
4ave proven to be beneficial throughout our experience. They
sltem to divide themselves into two categories: characteristics
of the effective consultant and characteristick:of effective
training. In most cases, they are not based on any empirical
research-we have conducted, but,have surfaced out of attempts
to present our ideas concerning psychoeducational consultation.
Additional ideas were obtained from Davies, (1973), Davis,
Alexander & Ve fon, (1974), Filbeck, (1974), Havelock, (1973).

ChSracteristics of the Effective Coritultant

Many authors have attempted to despei4Q the charaCteristies
of a consultant which wake him effective. Havelock (1973)
presented a list of he atti:rdes, knowledges, and skills needed
by a consultant \\ 11:'h does ,t good job of encapsulating the
concerns of pri-.1ous author,.
l. The chanL agent ,houid have theSe -attitudes and values:

Primary .c, ircern for I. :nefit of thc ultimate user (usually
students a. d commulLities in the case of education).

Pri Mary (a .cern fir benefit of society as a whole.

Respect for ;trontiv-held values of ot ers.
Belief that caL.tm., shuuld provide the reatcst good to the
greatest number.
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Belief tbat changeTsilave need and right to.understand
why changes arc being made (rationale) and to participate
in choosing amorig.alterpative change means and ends.

A strong sense of his own identjty :Ind his own poWer
to help others.

A stiong concern for helping without hurling, for helping
with miniMum jeopardy to the long or short-term Well-
being of society as a whole and/or specific individuals
within it.

Respect for existing institutions as rellecti ns ol legiti-
mate concerns of people for life space houndaries,
security, :.ind extension of iden N. beyond the solitary
self.

2. Th l! change lent should know these t

That indiviarats, groups;'and socie are open inter-
, ,

relating systems.

How his role' fits into.4 larger social cofitext of change.

Alternati.ve conceptims of his oWn role.now and his
potential role in the future.
How others will see his role. 1

The range of human needs, tir inter-relationships
probable priority ranking at different,stages in the lifeH.
cycle.

The resource uhiverse and the means of access to it.

The value bases.of*differeat subSystems in the macro-
sys,tem of education.

The motivational bases of different subsystems in the
macrosystem.

iWhy people and systegris chaVgcnd resist change..
. .

How people and systems cha ge and resist change.

The knowledge, attitudes, and kills required of a change,
agent. . - ,

,, . .

.
.

Thc knowledge, attitudes, and skills required of 'an effective' .
user of resources.
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3.,' ,The chiin~lAt should possess these skills:%.,

"

,

r
Flow to 4.,,and maintain change project relationships

,

,
with Others.

fHow to bring people to a conception of their priority
needs in relation to priorkfteds of others.
How to resok erstandings and conflicts.
How to buil .idges.

.

ers a feeling of power to bringHow to cony
about change.

How to build con- orative teams for`change.

How to organize nd execute successful change projects
(e.g. Stage I-VI o A GUIDE TO INNOVATION).

How to convey td others the knowledge, values, and
,. skills he posSes.ses.

---\N How to bring people to a realization of their own
resource-giving potential.

How to expand people's openness to use of resources,
internal and externa1.

How to expand awareness of the resource universe.

How to work collaboratively (synergistically) with other
resource systems.

'llow to relate.effectively to powerful individuals and
'ups?

,

ow to relate effectively to individuals and groups who
have a stroyig sense of powerlessness. .e

Flow to make systemic diagnoses (Af client systems and
how to generate self-diagnosis by clients (Havelock, 1973,
pp. 70-72).

CharacteViSties of Effective Training .

Training Justification. It has been our observation that a
learner's atteilltion, intecestt, concentration, and stiieto-
itivz.;ss ig increased when the first step in training indicates

1..)to.a t ainee:
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I. A generekscription of what he will be mastering. We
.

attempt in present, in outline form, topics which will be
covered knowledge, and attittides which will be
developed dhrlhg Ihe'training.

2. How h0. will be able to make tilw of the new learning. We
haVe found At initially soMe time needs to be spent demon-
strating the significance of consultation to the trainee. We.
have !APAktthis by stating survey findings, personal experiences
of the ins,eructor, and personal experiences of thetrainces. We
look at the concept of significance as it affects thcm immediately
and in ate long run. At the present time they might ltc adding
imother emphasis area in their training which will allow them
to bemoreellective in internship assignments or work situa- .

tion... As time goes on, the course will Ocome more meaningful
by,iroviding them with an adifitional area of.locus, enabling
them to quably for a largerspectrum of professional positions.

3. How the new learmfigcomplements, supplements, and
integrates with prior ltarning. This step involves our initial
attempt to, fulfill our desire for continuity in the training
experiencals.-In many cases this is done by reviewing with the
trainee past educational experiences and how the major
concepts they dgalt with relate to the content of the present
training. For example,,in whrking with students trained in
counseling psfchology, emphasis is plikt4clupon the similar
characteristics of the problem solving procZ'sses in psycho-
therapyand consultation.

dw
The procedures hesmay follow in achieving he objec-

tives. An outlined list (4>r the instructionitractiviti s is given
to all trainees, and time is spent in gairriVclear picture id.
the responsibilities of the trainer and trItince. If a simulation

"is rt. of the training, whose responsibility is it to construct
the simulation and what type of feedback will be proYided
are included.

EX:periential Base. Having had prior cxperience on consultation,
no mmter how naive the attempt, is a distinct advantage for a
student. The major emphasis in. training in psychoeducational
consultation is upon forming a new conceptual framework to look;:',
at it haping*lationship. Many thnes,the development of this
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new set qf glasses through which-a trainee looks at potential
helping situations is ff difficult pnocess. Having the ability to
reflect on past experience is a beneficial tool for aidMg the
process of integrating this new matforial. Without these past
experiences, the trainee has a greater difficulty determining
the relevance of the cOnsulting concepts to his personal style.

It is also of equal importance that the student has had prior
training in the basic relatioraship skills, i.e. attending, reflec,ting,
clarifying, summarization, etc. These ar basic to any helping

,relationship, be it counseling or contulting. WiViout these
skills the trainee is..unable to) perform the more highly
developed behaviors of problem definition, problem assess-
ment, and problem solutions.

Modeling. Modeling is used whenever possible in the presenta-
.:

*Nktion- f new beh4vior. Videotaped simulations 9( consulting
beha rs are presented and discussed in reference i* cties
which signal their appropriateness. The trainees al -e invovled

, ..

in the development of video) model* tapes;14.ich the) reS.Otivt,-

to their fellow trainees for constrnctive feedback c,f)riC.
their,authenticitv. Throughout the course', tht instrtf4P

,preAent vignettes of consulting from past exporienee Aid
... ...

highlight the cues which they used to dete e;titriivappvlpriate utilization. Vainees, who haVe had
are utilized as peer models in Situations whEre Chgv. I ye:

I,

.

developed appropriate behaviors. . 4k, ",

, Open Svstera. The trairang sessions t eis7rac .iVee .t.iin.t,;

interact ion among the instoctorsv-it Q._stu s. ug

-, picture o uf; consltation can Be d neterra c

the combination oil their ideas aJarger 4ccura e
structor's*S44'

presentations are given with the purpose 0) 0 ming-an Mstrue-4
tional base of information from which iliAt ? s can,',1i0tir,

.

,.,..in a direction .4(their choice. The informait, ',reset (ted ji,
sucIl a wav that t-hc students are encoufa C ) f,:ornmen on
itsvaliditv at-, inValiditv for their particular'sitAfiqh: 4.T his'. ,`...

type of asset:five in vior on the part of tit f Wi' . p c o n.t r -b. .:

aged,becatiSe uf ItS :tppro teness to the ( trk D'ran Pof tIte,. ,-
.1

C(Mrse and its indispensabi Ity to) the repertoiretf cti "

K
ld i consultaiy. t,

'
j': 0 4- "4 n
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Distributed Practice. As mu5,12 as possible 'the trainee:is '
,-

involved in activities which Mablei him to test oil( his newls
developed behaviors. Thisstep"mightic?me in the.form of

. designing worksrhops for the inservicr trainin 7 of publk '
sclool counselors, prusonting mod' 5 on c tsnitation at
professiOnal meetings, participatin simulated cOustilta-

,
tion situation, etc. It aids the instrt c lo,n'af'exPerietiee %;:ihen
the trainee is involved in either an intkaitiglip:or'la job situation
which allows"him to try opt the'skills*, s acquiring. These
opportunities for practice are distributed.throughaut the ..

course to -allow the trainee to continually develop-his skill
level. Hopefully, in the.near future, a two:semester sequence
will he developed to link the consultation seminar to consulta-
tion practica Or internships.

.

Massed Practice. We have found that massedpractice of an
extended period t involvement in conAltation is a necessary
instructional proc

.i
Ore for bringing about a synthesis of

attitudes, knowleand skills regarding consultation. n mosty
cases this aids the-trainee in the process of intcrnalizingt. le
nein.' material, whiCh is a prerequisite to his smooth and,
effective operation in a real setting. This massed practice.
usually takes the lorm of at least a day long retreat providing
-participation in sinuiTations, dispussion, and constructive feed-
back concerning the trainee's integration of attitudes, knowl-
edge, and skills eoncerning'consultation. . .

.. )
raining Formatting. We have observed that the individual

( iopment of consulting modelsis bestAostered by a high.....

...,leVel Of trainer-led activity eady cothije movinglo a high
level ot trainee-lett activity tow. -e end. fhe training is so

e,
,.arrangiql\that the imijority of cognitttve input inlet trkstructore4,

. . . . , .

and guest lectures are presented.in(the,initial half Of'the .- t,.
seMestere This allows for the develovinent of a conceptual ,

. ,.....

framework from which the students can individually look
at consultation during'the latter part of the course. It also
provides a base for the development ot their individual modeksi,
of consultation and the ultimate application of these models
upon completion4 the course.,Help in underita.nding the,basic
concepts involved% -consultation is given in the early stages
of the course. iter this time the trainee is encvutaged to fur-

7 7



. ' -40i
__,.- ,,t.her develop these concepts.And to integrate them into a

0
, personal st.i4:le.

,
.

Synerg-y. Vt: attempt Nvhenever possible to allow for a variety
.

. ,

of input to the trainee. This step refers to) both the form and
content of the instruction. Various types of mediated instruc-
tion .tre attempted, such as raps, video tapes, mid simulations.
Ihi list continues to grow ,tnti change as new media becomec
available. Attempts are made to present the new information in
utlicr than academic vords and itfocesses. Best selling books,
i .1 C x it m p le , A 11 Thinks Bright and Beautiful, arc utilized
to present input on the comsulting relationship. Studt.nts are
encouraged to suggest input from disciplines ouiside Of

ipcowls I education, i.e. cybernetics, ittstructionhil systems
mana Thent, etc. Persons throutghotit the training community
arc contacted for possible i&put for the course, and in some
cases individuals arc asked to make asonal piiesentations of
their information. We attempt to keep in mind that each
trainee is different in the way in whichAte relates to new
material and that for a training program to he effeetivit

.must present a variety of models of instructions.

These principles and guidelines, along with many ideas
Nvhich Nye are not yet able to coherently presenr to you, form
a framework within which we dcsign our training. As you can
see they flo not yet, and probably will never, form a tight
unit wit N' vhich we can mechanically produce a variety of
training expo.: ;4:no-es. We ,find that Nvith each new attempt at

-111N.

training we need to g() back and review our role as trainers
and how that role relates to the specific needs of-the current
situatii.m.

.:1,,,,,

ex:41111)k of,viu: triak at tr,tining psychoeduGeonitl consulta:1)4'1;:7--'

t .

.

To complete this section we would like to present one
,7.

Wu kgin with the cOurse outline, which we cuftently use as it.':-,. '44 ''.. :.:
guide to an tiprivr. level graduate seminar in consultation. It

v,.--
represents the propos .ol instructional fram'cwork and co ent

n,

within whioli we (Icy )4 aorelalionship404 shared.res .) isibility
-----*_ ,-, with our trainees. 4pen ees A (Consultation "fo s), 13- (Con-

.

6 ...

I* suuation: A Personal Definition),
,.: - .,4 (tilin) contikiii:additional m/ateria

d C (Cons ation Simula-
aye fountl,to be

n ,,
.. beneficial a) but training experiences.
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SEMINAR IN PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL CONSMATION

Instnictor Dr. De Wayne Kurpius

&arc exts: Approximate Enrollment: 10-15

Kurpius, D., & Brubaker, J. C. Psychoeducational Consultation, U.S. Office of Education: Indiana

Meeting Period: One 3,hour class session per week

Universit, Bloomingit'u, 1976.

Havelock, R. G. The Chaue Agent 's Guide to Innovation in Mucation, Englewood Cliffs, NJ,: li:duca-

(tonal "Fechnologv, 1973,

Caplan, G. The Tlwory and Practice of Ment(ll Health Consultation, New York: Basic Books, 1970.

Parker, C, .1. Psvelwlogical Consultation: Ieli)ing Teaclwrs Alleet Special Needs, Leadership Training

Institute, 1975,

TRAINING EMPHASIS

CONSUurivrioN

MODES

READING

,Kurpius-Brubaker

pp. I.14

f

GENERAL INSTRUCIIONAL

--NGOALSt

Provide a basic um

standing of the

consultation process

as it relates to the

four modes of consul-

tation,

k

GENERAL DESCRIMON OF EMPHASIS

The framework upon which the course is

developed is directly related to the

four consultation modes, i.e. Provision,

Prescription, Collaboration, Nicdiatkin,

A general description of the distill-

guishing characteristics of each of

gie modes is presented. Some time is

given to discussir oncerning the I

criteria for deter mg the,qpro-

priate mode in a specific consulting

setting.



[MINING EMPHASIS

umsuLrYHON

PIRSES

11 CONSULFATMN:

'aclr-s Relating to

ndividual, Gnmp,

hganitation, and

;ommunity change

CaStILTATION

'FOOLS

READING

Il

urpius-Brubaker

pp. 1540

Ilavelot k pp. 43.

140

Kurpius-Brubaker

pp. 41-70

Caplan-pp, 48.

P2.4

Havelock pp, 153.

164

Kurpius-Brubake r

pp, 8492

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONAL

GOALS

Presentation and des-

cription of a four

phase proffss for

engaging in consulta-

tion,

Presentation of some

of the major consult&

don issues and

discussion of their

relevance to deter

mining appropriate

consultation acti.

Introduction to a,

select number of

skills which Call

Et of assistance

to a consultant,

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF EMPHASIS AREA

This segment wntains a general

presentation of the consulting process

, as a cyclical pattern phases, i.e. phasing-in,

planning, producing, phasingout. The

procedures involved in each of the phases

arc discussed in reference to the assigned headings.

The major concertis within the consul-

ting process ad. discussed, ir. inside-outside

consultant, resi nce, organizational

development, etc. Three major change models

are introduced: Research, Development and i

Diffusion, Problem Solving, and Social

,. Interaction; their relevance to the

consultant is analyzed.

II is assumed that an advanced.grad ate
.,

student already possesses clic basic re nillci .

and communication skills. The intent of this t

area is to build on this base and focus.upon

the problem sAng skills basic to involvement/

in i ividual, group, or organizational con ,i

tin The skills arc directly related to the L

i. d

p:edural stages in consultation, Le, force

field antsAvriting objectives, grOup

problem solving, conflict utilization, brain-

storming, formative evaluation, etc.

/41'



TR4INING EMPHASIS

V CONS1!L MINN:

A PersoiLd

1/41 CONSt '

SIMVLAFION

READING

KuOus-Bruhaker

9+196

KOrpius-Bruhaker

pp, 98.102

GENERAL INSTRUCEIONAL

GOALS

Provide a structu#A,:,

for the analysis, T7

synthesis, and eval-

uation of the

consultation bun-

lure as 311 aid to, the

development of a per-

sonal del inition of

consultation.

Provide an expericheci

in which the trainer/

can have an initial

attempt at impkmen.

ling hisiher model

of consultation,

GENERAL DESCRIPHON OF EMPHASIS AREA

'Areas 1 through IV are brought to a

focus enabling the students to begin to

to devdop an initial outline for their personal

consulting model. As a further aid to the

student in his process of developing an outline,

other models ol Nisultation resented,

A conceptua1 model for analy ,consulting

setting is presented along wittl' a format fd`r

constructing a model ol consultatio.

Seminar members construct and participate

in a consulting simulation. Procedural consider-

ation from game theory and video tape

technology are presented. Feedback' is provided

for the creators of and the participants in the

siNulation as an aid to evaluation and refine. .

merit of their personal definitions.
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APPENDIX A

Consultant Tools

"rhi-oughout the nutbnograph we have described the Modes,
Stages, and Factors which "relate to psychoeducational con-
sultation. Within this section we wish to highlight a number of
tools which will hdp the consultant fulfill the role we have
described. T, present a list which would "totally accom-
plish this task is beyond the scope of this monograph. What
we do wish to do is highlight eight tools which seem 'to play a
major role in the professional life of a consultant. There ilkc
many other tools which could be of benefit to yon and as
aid in your search hi- these tools we have listed seven refer-
ences which do an adequate job of covering the field.

Brainstorming

At some time during the life (if most consulting r onships
a need devt)ops for creative ideas to be used in div mg a
s(tlution to a problem. What makes this a difficult situation for
the_conSultant is not that the consultec syskem is void of ideas

'but there is no easy way of bringing these ideas to the surface.
Brainstorming is a relatively easylkay to generate imaginative
and creative solutions to problems.

BrainstorMing call be attempted in a.varietv of formats, i.e.
small or large groups; but in alr cases it is based upon some,
primary guidelines.

1. Everyone is encouraged to contribute.

2. The process is fast and happy.

3. No value judgments.are placed on ide:is.

4. Ideas arc recorded on 'newsprint or chalkboard.

After this initial phase of the brainstorming process is coMpleted ;
the ide-as arc prioritized and i'hcn time is spent evaluating lheir
potential for solving the problem. .

Ereasion Making Grid

All consultants are confronted with the problem of how
decisions are to be made withih the consulting relationship.
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/
Mali\ times IIII & ()I1eevil IS no)t attacked directly lout allmved
1(0 slide 1 11)111 meeting inectitig. lii Innst ases \viten this
happens the ()wpm ()1 these meetings lessens. 1 Lill, ()Teary,
and \Villianis I 9ti.-1) present the decision inakirig grid :is a
method tor dio..ctly Jippioaching this important arra ot
iIItaiit conct:Ill. They sec two major coin erns in the group

^rdcorision-inaking Inv( ess:

1 . ))11(...1 the adequacy of the decision to he made.

2. con& urn I or the degree ol coninlitinclit the group
-(611 hav( 14) the decision once it is illacle.

IVith both ol these Chin:erns the `assumption that they are
#independent of one anoth(r (one can be high.and the other

lo(v) they present a grid \vhich is \ y helpful in presenting
five styles of decision making.

1 /9 9/9
Good Neighbor Consensus
Decision \Liking Decision N1aking

Commitment, 5/5
Tra(!itional

ol the h)ccision Making

Group

Jr
to the

1)e& ISI( )11

Dr
Decision

th.

9

Decisimi \hiking

Adequacy of the Decisi()n

9/ I Sell-Stiliicielit Decisimt Nlaking

a) maXimum concern for,' and thinirritun c()n-
,

c(rn fur «ontinitnient

a gnat') is hoot a gim)(1, plii(e to) niak411Aeecki()6;
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the responsibility for the decision is placed on one
peison

(I) the, clecision makers' operation in the group is based
On power

1/9 (iood Neighbor Decisnm Making
a) minimum concern for dequacy and Ina X

t't )11 cern for commitment
b) the primary value is harmony :nu! understan(hing

'Nvitliin the group
c) ...actual Mistrust by the good neighbor of, ys own

powers
() fear of conflict
e) emphasizes a .superficial sort of togetherness

) avoi(ls confrontation necessary for adequate
(.1.:isiun making

1/1 Defair Decimm Making'
a) minimum concern for ade(huacy and commitment
b) reaction to stress of decision making
() role played, by the powerless 9/1 afid the frightened

1/9
(I) ates Out of conformity, self protection, or both

5/5 Tradi al Decision Making
aeequal averuge" (''oncern for adequacy and (;ommit-

men t
b) the two concerns are'not complementary but stand

in Opposition
c) decisions usually made by voting (numerical majority)

9/9 Consensus Decisio,11 Making
JO equal "maximum" 'concern i,or.adeq cacy and

(ommitment
b) all of the group's resource% Ouni 'bt3 used
c) high la,:vel tf inv(dvement fi-omy of the group

meinberti
d a group is a good place to make decisions
.e) conflict is a source of new ideas'
f) genuine cAnisensus will produceqne Dest.posiblef-p

decisions
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To ad(1 to) the model of decision making styles,
Solution. le (19-72) drscribes a thrce-fohl definition of con-
sensus:

I) Everyone can paraphrase the issue.to show that he
understands it.

Every toe has a chance to describe his feelings about
(he issue.

IA
3) Those who continue to disagree will nevertheless say

publicly that tiwy are willing to) give.the decision an
experimental try for a prescribed period of time.

Delphi Teglinique,

In ,ome caOts A eonsultant,is(isked to aid a consultee system
in 'making decisions based upon information concerning the
future staty of that'system. When these opportunities arise the
consultant needs to decide what is the best method for obtain-

...
ing this futuri: infmation. A delphi is one way of obtaining
these projections. Olaf Helmer has defined delphi as a carefully-
designed program of sequential individual interrogatio (best
conducted by questionnaires) interspersed with,i-rrtiirmation
,uul feedback.

AS the technique has developed in the last fifteen years, it
has been made up)of three characteristics (Rasp, 1973):

Each p;(orticipant contribu)te-safeach step of the
questionnaire process befiffe seeing the inputs of
otherpat ticipants for that step.

2. While the individual knows his own response
thronighout the process, inputs of others remain
anonymous.

3. Input gained at one step Of the-process is shared
:is part it tne next step.

The assumed outcome of this process is that through the
successive steps of ir4ormation gathering a group consensus
can 'be p:ined which will have more validity than the outpht
of a face to face meeting with all its interpersonal variables.
Allicci Rasp Jr., in his 1973 article, "Delphi: 'A Decision-
maker's Dream, does an excellent job of do/scribing the
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